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 maritime Calendar Feature story

  Maritime Events Calendar
 15-17 Gst North AmericA 2017 (sherAtoN New york times 

squAre hotel, Ny, usA)

 15-16 shippiNG2030 North AmericA 2017 (sherAtoN New york 
times squAre hotel, Ny, usA)

 15-17 hydropower bAlkANs 2017 (hiltoN podGorciA, crNA 
GorA, podGorciA, me)

  16 MaritiMe Breakfast foruM #128 
(DepartMent of transportation (Dotr), tBa)

 28-29 shiptech with shippiNG2030 middle eAst (the Address 
hotel dubAi mAll, dubAi, uAe)

DeceMBer '17

 5-8 mAriNtec cN 2017 (shANGhAi New iNterNAtioNAl expo 
ceNter, shANGhAi, cN)

 6-8 sAlvAGe & wreck loNdoN 2017 (loNdoN, uk)

 12-14 bwmtech 2017 (GrANGe tower bridGe hotel, loNdoN, uk)

January '18

  19 MaritiMe Breakfast foruM #129 
(DepartMent of foreign affairs(Dfa), 2330 roxas BlvD., 

pasay city)

 23-24 meGA cArGo show 2018 (hAll No. v, bombAy exhibitioN 
ceNtre, mumbAi, iN)

 24     vietship 2018 (vietNAm NAtioNAl coNveNtioN ceNter, 
hANoi, vN)

feBruary '18

  8 MaritiMe Breakfast foruM #130 
(ceBu ports authority (cpa), north reclaMation area, 

ceBu city, ceBu)

March '18

 14-16 AsiA pAcific mAritime 2018 (mAriNA bAy sANd, siNGApore, 
siNGApore)

 21-23 shippiNG 2030 europe (rAdissoN blu scANdiNAviA hotel, 
copeNhAGeN, dk)

 21-23 GreeN ship techNoloGy europe (rAdissoN blu scANdiNAviA 
hotel, copeNhAGeN, dk)

  20 MaritiMe Breakfast foruM #131 
(MaritiMe acaDeMy of asia anD the pacific (Maap), 

kaMaya point, Mariveles, Bataan)

april '18

 27 MaritiMe Breakfast foruM #132 
(MaritiMe inDustry authority (Marina), taft ave. cor.  

tM kalaw st., erMita, Manila)

May '18

 16-17 NAviGAte 2018 (mAriNA bAy sANd, siNGApore, siNGApore)

 25 MaritiMe Breakfast foruM #133 
(philippine navy (pn), heaDquarters, philippine navy, 

roxas BlvD, Manila)

septeMBer '17

 5 doNso shippiNG meet 2017 (dsm 2017) 
(doNso islANd, sw)

 11-15 loNdoN iNterNAtioNAl shippiNG week 2017 (loNdoN, uk)

 17-20 iumi 2017 ANNuAl coNfereNce  (GrANd Nikko tokyo dAibA, 
tokyo, Jp)

 19-22 NevA2017  
(expoforium coNveNtioN ANd exhibitioN ceNter, st. 

petersburG, ru)

 21 ft cyber security summit europe 2016 (loNdoN, uk)

 22 MaritiMe Breakfast foruM #126 
(philippine coast guarD (pcg); hpcg, south harBor,  

port area, Manila)

 26-28 bwmtech North AmericA (the trump iNterNAtioNAl beAch 
resort, miAmi, fl, usA)

 28-29 bAltic seA ports ANd shippiNG 2017 (rAdissoN blu 
olumpiA, tAlliNN, ee)

octoBer '17

 3-5 iNmex smm iNdiA 2017 (the bombAy exhibitioN ceNtre, 
mumbAi, iN)

 4 crewcoNNect GlobAl(hotel sofitel philippiNe plAzA, 
mANilA, ph)

 4-5 iNdoNesiA mAriNe expo 2017 (ime 2017) (JAkArtA 
iNterNAtioNAl expo, kemAyorAN, JAkArtA, iN)

 4-6 mAlAysiA iNterNAtioNAl mAriNe expo 2017 (mimex 2017) 
(putrA world trAde ceNtre, kuAlA lumpur, my)

 10-12 thAilANd mAriNe & offshore expo 2017  
(bitec, bANGkok, th)

 12-13 ArAcoN 2017 (hiltoN rotterdAm hotel, rotterdAm, Nl)

 16-17 3rd iNterNAtioNAl lNG coNGress (pullmAN bArceloNA 
skipper, bArceloNA, es)

 20 MaritiMe Breakfast foruM #127 
(DepartMent of environMent anD natural resources 

(Denr), tBa)

 24 the mAritime stANdArd tANker coNfereNce  
(GrosveNor house hotel, dubAi, uAe)

noveMBer '17

 6-8 GlobAl trAde coNtrols (the hAllAm coNfereNce ceNter, 
loNdoN, uk)

 7-8 crewcoNNect GlobAl(hotel sofitel philippiNe plAzA, 
mANilA, ph)

 8    ship fiNANce & trAde coNfereNce (sherAtoN Abu dhAbi hotel 
& resort, Abu dhAbi, uAe)

 7-10 europort 2017 (rotterdAm Ahoy, rotterdAm, Nl)

 13-14 offshore vessel coNNect GlobAl  (rAdissoN blu plAzA 
hotel, oslo, No)
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 maritime Calendar Feature story

PCG Foundation Anniversary
by VAdm Emilio C Marayag Jr AFP (Ret)

the nation and its maritime community join the philippine 
coast guard (pcg) in commemorating its founding anniversary 
in october. originally created as a civilian bureau in 1901 by the 

united states, the organization assumed its military character in 1967 by 
virtue of republic Act 5173. it used to be one of the philippine navy’s 
major units until its separation in 1998 when it reassumed its civilian char-
acter. it remains, however, a uniformed service with many of its adminis-
trative systems similar to the armed forces of the philippines. in 2009, 
under republic Act 9993, the pcg received fresh mandate that covers 
marine environmental protection, maritime safety, maritime search and 
rescue, maritime security, and maritime law enforcement.

Marine environmental protection is the 
agency’s core function that aims to prevent, 
mitigate, monitor and control oil spills in the 
country’s maritime jurisdiction. Maritime safety 
involves the promotion of safety of life and 
property at sea by operating aids to navigation, 
issuing notice to mariners, removing hazards 
to navigation, managing vessel traffic separa-
tion schemes, and inspecting merchant vessels’ 
seaworthiness for safe voyage. Maritime search 
and rescue entails the conduct of prompt and 
sustained sea operations to locate and assist 
vessels in distress to save lives and property. 
Maritime security includes the protection of sea 
passengers, seafarers and offshore installations 
from lawless elements, the maintenance of the freedom of navigation in the 
sea lines of communications (slocs), and the preservation of territorial 
integrity. Maritime law enforcement involves the prevention, detection 
and suppression of violations of laws, rules and regulations pertaining to 
immigration, fisheries, quarantine, customs, drug enforcement, human traf-
ficking, firearms and explosives, forestry and other applicable laws in waters 
subject to philippine jurisdiction, including transnational crimes.

the multiple functions given to the pcg may require more resources 
to effectively implement them. As a seagoing agency, pcg’s fleet must be 
capable of undertaking most, if not all, of those functions. it must consider 
building a shipyard of its own for intermediate or depot-level maintenance 
to ensure the operational availability of its floating assets most of which 

came from different countries. to enhance operational readiness, its fleet 
may regularly engage the philippine navy and the pnp’s Maritime group 
in conducting maritime exercises. with some fifteen thousand philippine-
registered vessels plying various sea routes and a few thousands of foreign 
merchant ships visiting ports annually, the task of securing our archipe-
lagic waters and safeguarding trade and commerce that go through these 
waters is enormous. the pcG land-based units —type commands, districts 
and stations— either provide support to or employ the coast Guard vessels 
within their geographical or defined area of responsibility.

Attaining high level of operational availability for coast Guard vessels 
necessitates well-established systems and procedures. these systems 

and procedures must be concise, widely 
circulated, properly implemented, closely 
monitored and periodically reviewed for 
possible changes by concerned staff at head-
quarters level. one of the most important 
systems that would need a thorough exami-
nation is procurement, for both its physical 
and human resources. for example, the recent 
deliveries of six of ten multi-role response 
vessels (Mrrvs) reportedly propelled by 
marine engines unsuitable for the warm seas 
surrounding the philippines may soon affect 
pcg’s deployment and employment targets, 
unless corrective measures are undertaken. 
Also, the indictments of some pcg senior 

officers several months ago involving procurement matters can provide 
valuable lessons to avoid similar incidents from happening in the future. 

with existing and emerging challenges at the maritime domain, the 
pcg’s chain of command must continuously assess its organizational 
relevance, effectively manage its tangible and intangible assets, and truly 
inspire its human resources. Achieving a noble goal through noble means 
is the acme of leadership as one author contends. in public governance, the 
real and continuing challenge is to accomplish the mission by operating 
within the tight bounds of the law. this would require integrity, intelligence 
and energy starting from the top leaders, down to the rank and file.

happy foundation anniversary to the philippine coast guard! 

Parola class patrol boat, multi-role response vessel 
BRP Tubbataha (MRRV-4401). Photo credit: PCG.
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the maritime conference 2017 was held on 12-July-2017. it was 
organized by the Maritime league led by its president commo. 
carlos l. agustin (Afp ret), and co-sponsored by the Depart-

ment of agriculture’s Bureau of fisheries and aquatic resources led 
by its director commo. eduardo gongona (Afp ret). the conference 
took place in partnership with the philMarine 2017 organized by fire-
works international, and was held at the smx convention center, manila.

my task was to synthesize all the speeches and present at the end of 
the day. this was a memorable event as it was the fourth major maritime 
conference organized by the Maritime league after the international 
waterfront 2000 at the pttc in manila. in my view, it was a well-
attended event and graced by top-level representative speakers of the 
u.s. embassy and the russian embassy, sNd Gen. Delfin n. lorenzana, 
bfAr’s commo. eduardo gongona, and pezA’s bGen charito plaza, 
making the maritime conference successful and highly informative. 
hopefully, the Maritime league could organize another event next 
year showing the nexus between maritime and aerospace safety. until 
then, here is what was discussed at our first maritime conference 2017.

the first presentation was on the 
“philippine self-reliant Defense 
posture program” by philippine 
secretary of defense Gen. delfin N. 
lorenzana (Afp ret).  he highlighted 
the difficulties that the local defense 
manufacturers encounter, such as: 
technology and lack of skills; cumber-
some procurement processes; a need 
to revise procurement laws; and 
although Afp modernization law 
supports local defense and weapons 
building, there is also a need for 

the maritime industries to dedicate resources to design, construct, 
upgrade or upkeep materiel for our armed forces.

the second presentation was on 
“protecting Maritime commons” by 
his excellency Michael s. klecheski, 
deputy chief of mission (on behalf of u.s. 
Ambassador sung kim who was in cebu), 
u.s. embassy, manila. he stressed that the 
u.s. promotes peace and prosperity, navi-
gation, over-flight, and commerce with 
the aim to (a) maintain global access to 
trade; commitment to free market; and 
(b) provide their presence symbolic of its 
stance in favor of freedom of the seas; 
maritime access to the world’s waterways; 
and for its vessels to operate wherever international law allows.

this was followed by a more detailed presentation by lcdr 
patrick panjeti (usN). he focused on providing the definition of the 
maritime zones, for example, 12 nautical miles of national airspace; 24 
nautical miles of contiguous zone; and 200 nautical miles of eez. he 
pointed out the 10 global chokepoints in a 75-80-90 principle, where 
75% is water; 80% live in coastal areas; and over 90% is seaborne 
trade. in the q&A session, he was asked what he believed was the 
most time consuming versus what should take priority. lcdr panjeti 
responded to the first part of the question indicating that the sea is 

very dynamic, particularly in the sulu 
sea where problems of piracy affecting 
global trade continue to persist; as well 
as the disputes surrounding the south 
china sea due to maritime expan-
sionism. vaDM ronald Mercado, 
flag-officer in command, philippine 
navy responded to the latter part of the 
question indicating that the philippines 
is focusing more on tackling piracy, anti-
terrorism, hAdr because of the effects 
of climate change, and cyber security. 

the third presentation was on “food security in the Maritime 
Domain” by the director of Bfar, commo. eduardo gongona (Afp 
ret).  he said that bfAr states that our maritime resources are in peril.  
coral cover has dwindled to less than 1%; mangrove cover has lost over 
33%; and 10 out of 13 fishing grounds are over-fished. he laid out the 
impacts of illegal-unreported-unregulated fishing (iuuf) as follows: 
(a) Net loss from blast or dynamite fishing is estimated at php3.28t 
yearly, or php65.6t over the next 20 
years; (b) 90% of foreign vessels oper-
ating in philippine waters are engaged 
in illegal fishing; (c) in region 2, cagayan 
valley, economic losses is estimated 
between $37k-$75k per foreign fishing 
vessel; (d) environmental impacts:  
economic losses from degradation of 
west philippine sea is about php4.5b 
annually; and (e) social impacts: the 
encroachments of commercial fishing 
boats in municipal waters are displacing 
37 municipal fisherfolk per day.

commo. gongona explained that the key strategies to achieve 
food security, fight iuuf effectively, and provide support to the fish-
eries sector are as follows: (a) develop and expand access to new fishing 
grounds, for example the philippine rise (benham), which has 100% 
coral cover and in the migration path of high-value tuna. 15 payaos or fish 
aggregating devices will be deployed by bfAr to serve as fish markers for 
our small-scale fisherfolk; (b) strengthen anti-iuuf measures by: acquiring 
more patrol vessels; training law enforcement personnel; intensifying 
resource conservation; and delineate and zone coastal land and water uses. 
bfAr will grow its fleet to 123 vessels and add 167 vessels by 2022; bfAr 
will procure drones, helicopters, and land-based monitoring systems; and 
will provide fisherfolk and lGu with 38-footer fiberglass patrol boats; (c) 
implement science-based conservation and management measures like 
developing inter-lGu coastal resource management plans; (d) promote 
the use of appropriate and updated technology such as 20-38 footer fiber-
glass fishing boats for more stability and longevity of fishing vessels; and 
(e) improve fisheries post-harvest facilities and equipments.

in closing, commo. gongona stressed that to achieve all these, “Bfar 
needs strengthened collaboration with other agencies and the private 
sector.” At the q&A portion, commo. gongona was asked his opinion 
on the regulation of fishing vessels in terms of the definition of limited 
and unlimited waters. his response was that the demise of the bigger 
commercial vessels will take place due to over-fishing in waters 15 km 
from shoreline, and only 3 gross tonnage vessels and below should be in 

  MaritiMe events

Maritime Conference 2017 Synthesis
by Vicky Viray Mendoza
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municipal waters. he said that since our oceans are already over-fished, 
and we need to lessen fishing vessels and develop aquaculture instead. 
he believes in the need to improve fishery production by employing long-
line fishing methods for tuna fishing. most fishing is done by purseine and 
long-line methods, but the best method for sustainable fishing is through 
the hand-line method. he said we should also promote our agricultural 
products, and package them better to make our products more competi-
tive and ultimately bring in higher sales revenues.

the fourth presentation was on the 
“russian naval industry: the ability 
to oppose Modern Maritime threats” 
by his excellency igor anatolyevich 
khovaev, russian Ambassador to the 
philippines. he stated that the key 
factor in maintaining maritime strategy 
is a developed shipbuilding industry. 
he indicated that russia’s shipbuilding 
industry is modern, with highly skilled 
workers, is ready to cooperate with 
other countries, and ready for fair 
competition. he further stated that 

russia is willing to discuss with partners on delivery sale and transfer of 
technology. he noted that russia has strategic long-term interest in its 
desire to help partners develop their defense industry. he highlighted 
the accomplishments of the russian Navy. he said the first submarine 
was constructed in russia in 1721. the russian Navy has built different 
types of ships for russia and other countries; has exported naval equip-
ment to more than 20 countries for $20b overall; and maintains a good 
russia-philippine naval relationship through a port visit to manila.

this was followed by a more detailed 
presentation by sergei lavkin, a defense 
specialist on russian weaponry. in his 
presentation, he featured the diesel/elec-
tric submarines and club missiles used 
against terrorists in syria land targets of 
isis; russian frigates and submarines that 
destroyed land-based targets; missile 
equipped corvettes and cutters with 
250 km stealth capabilities and small 
corvettes with missiles; russian landing 
ships; russian patrol ships and boats such 
as sbol and mangoost fast patrol boats; 
russian assault boats such as the bk16 and bk20; russian coastal missile 
system bAl-e reaching 250 kms away; and having excellent maritime secu-
rity systems.  in conclusion, sergei lavkin stated that russian weapons could 
help a country survive major threats. during the q&A portion, a question was 
asked about whether russia could provide a manual so we could learn more 
about the diesel/electric submarine. khovaev responded that they would 
deal with the proper government persons when releasing sensitive weap-
onry design information. Another question related to whether bilateral talks 
were taking place between the russian and philippine governments. in brief, 
khovaev replied stating that possibilities of russian operations with bilateral 
talks between president putin and president Duterte are going on. lavkin 
added that there are specific country needs for russian arms and weapons, 
and that russia and philippines have common concerns such as terrorism.

the fifth and final presentation was on “the role of peZa in Maritime 
Defense industry Development” by pezA director Bgen charito plaza. 
the scope of her presentation was pezA’s performance during the period 
01-July-2016 to 30-June-2017 wherein she highlighted that philippine 
exports reached over $42b. worth noting was that the xiang lu dragon 
Group proposed project amounting to $360b utilizing 300 hectares to build a 
petrochemical facility complex, and an 85-storey mixed use “green” it center. 

Bgen plaza also provided the details 
on pezA’s role and operations. she said 
that pezA is attached to the department 
of trade and industry; promotes invest-
ments and creates employment; 
generates exports; has 372 operating 
zones nationwide and 3,995 locator 
countries; locator investments is led by 
Japan 28% compared with u.s.A 15% and 
dutch 12%; by exports, the electronics 
and semi-conductor industry comprises 
37% while it services comprises 11%; the 
major shipbuilders are tsuneishi, keppel, 

Asian craft, Austal phil, fbmA mAriNe; and Japan provides the most support 
to the shipbuilding industry. pezA has 73 manufacturing economic zones; 
243 information technology park centers; 21 Agro-industrial economic 
zones; 19 tourism economic zones; and 2 medical tourism park centers.

Bgen plaza explained the benefits of registering your business with 
pezA. she pointed out that the business would enjoy an income tax 
holiday of 6-8 years for pioneer businesses, or 4-6 years for non-pioneer 
businesses. it would: enjoy tax and duty free importation of capital equip-
ment; exemption from wharfage dues on import shipments of equipment; 
be provided domestic sales allowance; zero vAt rate to all local purchases, 
telecomm, power, and water bills and lease on the building; be exempted 
from local government tax and fees; allow employment of foreign 
nationals; and special multiple entry non immigrant visa for foreign inves-
tors. Altogether, she said that pezA is a one-stop non-stop shop, and that 
pezA had been cited by ifc (the private sector arm of the world bank) as a 
model investment climate supporter.

Bgen plaza also spoke about pezA’s major programs. pezA has 
built: several types of economic zones in every project and city for 
industries such as Agro-industrial business, aquaculture, defense indus-
trial complex, etc; free trade zones in international air/sea ports and 
logistics parks; and island cities.  in order to improve competencies, she 
suggested the following to address the gaps: (a) complete the supply 
chain. Aim for less dependency on imports such as steel, which is abun-
dant in the philippines as raw material. unfortunately, steel is still being 
imported; (b) build stability and have low cost of supply of utilities; (c) 
build more regional international logistics hubs; (d) enhance and trans-
form the workforce into a world class labor force; and (e) take advantage 
of incentives and stability of policies and laws, and exemptions of ecoz-
ones and industries to the vAt zero-rating of local purchases.

during the q&A portion, she was asked how a renewable energy 
investor could apply. Bgen plaza replied that they could drop by pezA 
and fill out the application forms thereat, or download the forms from 
the website. Another question inquired about ecozones in cebu where 
competitiveness may hamper operations. Bgen plaza replied that the 
common issue is allowing foreigners to own land, but we should give 
filipinos the birthright to own land. foreigners are allowed to lease land 
up to 75 years. however, if a joint venture is made with a philippine entity 
with a ratio of 60% filipino and 40% foreigner, they can acquire property. 
Another question inquire about whether pezA has safety nets against 
damages to environment, intrusion, and competition with local business; 
and what is being done with the mining industry. Bgen plaza replied 
that pezA has put in place different types of ecozones, which will not 
destroy but enhance environment according to the potential of the land. 
it will build “green” buildings. pezA would help industries identify where 
to locate best their industries. these are enhancements to business, not 
intrusion. pezA would help in transfer of technology, and in so doing, 
build local entrepreneurs. pezA is in discussion regarding defense indus-
trial industries, which includes mining and steel. she emphasized that 
pezA is not into the shopping malls and casino industry.  

  MaritiMe events
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The Haunting Fake News
by Commo. Carlos L. Agustin AFP (Ret)

As i was thinking of how to start this topic, i came across an 
article written by cheyenne macdonald for the london Daily 
Mail (based on a study published in the journal Geology) that 

was forwarded to me about 6 months ago (i have a file on things of 
interest) on The Five Great Extinction Events:

Five times, a vast majority of the world's life has been snuffed out in 
what have been called mass extinctions.

End-Ordovician mass extinction. The first of the traditional big five 
extinction events, around 540 million years ago, was probably the second 
most severe. Virtually all life was in the sea at the time and around 85% of 
these species vanished.

Late Devonian mass extinction. About 375-359 million years ago, 
major environmental changes caused a drawn-out extinction event that 
wiped out major fish groups and stopped new coral reefs forming for 100 
million years.

End-Permian mass extinction (the Great Dying). The largest extinc-
tion event and the one that affected the Earth’s ecology most profoundly 
took place 252 million years ago. As much as 97% of species that leave a 
fossil record disappeared forever.

End-Triassic mass extinction. Dinosaurs first appeared in the Early 
Triassic, but large amphibians and mammal-like reptiles were the domi-
nant land animals. The rapid mass extinction that occurred 201 million 
years ago changed that.

End-Cretaceous mass extinction. An asteroid slammed down on 
Earth 66 million years ago, and is often blamed for ending the reign of the 
dinosaurs.

“With that, the marine algae productivity was stalled.” According to 
the researchers, the oceans didn’t begin cooling until 6-7 million years 
after the extinction, at which point the nutrients returned. ‘The boundaries 
that kept the nutrients from reaching the surface were weakened and the 
ocean waters were mixed,” J.L. Knies says. “This caused the upwelling of 
nutrients, resuscitating the oceans, and leading to an explosion of life. The 
ecosystem voids created by the worst mass extinction in Earth’s history 
were finally filled.”

Not only does the study aim to answer questions about this ancient 
extinction, but also sheds light on the potential long-term effects on 
the oceans as global temperatures continue to rise, the researchers say.

is this true or Not? of course it’s true, unless the daily mail was 
hoodwinked into publishing fake news, which is completely possible. 
however, the five extinctions in our geological history have been well 
established and are taught in school. i mentioned this not only due 
to its being of marine nature, but because extinction events have 
been good material for publicizing fake news, reminiscent of how 
h. G. wells stunned New york (and the u.s.) on 30-october-1938 but 
with somehow longer duration of expectation and eventual erosion 
of belief.

fake news on extinction events are at times not news per se but 
speculations or fiction written or scripted in film as have a few prof-
itable productions showed, such as “2012” and “end of days.” many 
associated with space physics involve future close earth encounters 
with meteors, comets and even planets. we’ve known for centuries 
that such cosmic events do happen in addition to volcanic activity 
encompassing thousands and millions of years’ cycles, mainly 
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because of geological activities as smaller events associated with 
the larger continental drift.

A couple of years ago, i read about a spanish organization that 
had prophesied an extinction event based on biblical predictions – 
centered on the arrival of a wayward planet called Nibiru. i sent for 
the free book they offered and still have it. in the past few months, 
a series of youtube videos do indeed predict more specifically the 
fortuitous coming close of a large planet x as two suns in the sky on 
23-september-2017, just about the day after maritime forum 126 is 
to take place. if we are still here by then, try to Google “Nibiru” or 
planet x.

fortunately, judging from the hits on youtube videos, it appears 
that not too many people believe them, and thus they added another 
dimension – that of an alleged ronald reagan executive order 
putting a muffle on NAsA to impart information on it. Naysayers 
of course know that many amateur astronomers and astrophysics 
students and professors would certainly be aware, if such is to occur 
shortly. contacted for comment, a retired usN nuclear physicist ssbN 
submariner classmate of mine from North carolina trained in nuclear 
warfare said to me that he just 
hopes his golf course would 
still be there as his plan for 
24-september-2017 was a day 
on his favorite course.

indeed lots of fake news 
abound and confuse us. it is 
a means of political warfare, 
for sowing international and 
domestic political intrigue, 
and for creating a means to 
scam others or to commit 
serious crimes. often, it just 
creates confusion for no reason 
except that someone believed 
a post that conveys news that 
seemed right and thus he 
becomes party to propagating 
fake news. the term for this 
propensity is the “scoop news 
syndrome” that we sometimes 
feel when you learn something 
that you think others would be 
pleased to know, and you saw it 
first. And it could be serious.

Advertisements, a legal means of selling commercial goods, are 
a form of fake news as they often lie or exaggerate claims of quality, 
potency and other traits that help sell. often, ingenious means 
of degrading popular consumer goods, such as coke (no doubt 
encouraged by competitors), come in the form of “scientific” studies 
to show what harm they can do (indeed soda does lots of harm, 
but primarily because of the large sugar content they have). the 
harvard medical school has been often used for such, especially on 
cancer and other ailments.

some fake news sites are there for satirical coverage of real issues, 
and they are used to entertain and sometimes to egg government into 
action. the website thoughtco discusses this well.

what about a ban on fake news? in a pastoral letter last June 2017, 
the cbcp warned about fake news and listed at least 29 websites 
generating the same in the philippines.

the organization lausanne.org has a good article on the fake 

news phenomenon (see www.lausanne.org), including how lots of 
fake news favoring donald trump was generated by a fake news 
factory operated by teenagers in macedonia in the last us election 
(there were some favoring hillary clinton as well, but allegedly 
not as much).

Graham ruddick of the Guardian wrote on 18-August-2017 that 
“kremlin supporters are suspected to be behind a collection of fraudu-
lent articles published this year that were mocked up to appear as if 
they were from Al-Jazeera, the Atlantic, belgian newspaper le soir, and 
the Guardian.” the wikipedia list of philippine fake news generators is 
quite appalling, and maybe this is the reason that, per cNN philippines, 
a philippine journalist group has launched an effort to counter the 
proliferation of fake news.

president rodrigo duterte signed into law rA 10951 on 
01-september-2017. it penalizes any person “who by the same means 
or by words, utterances or speeches shall encourage disobedience to the 
law or to the constituted authorities or praise, justify and extol any act 
punished by law.” the irr is still yet to be written but i wonder if it will 
really curtail such? i hope so, because for some reason we as a nation 

are among the top in the world 
in the generation of fake news.

prohibition of fake news 
is not new. Germany had 
banned it and other countries 
followed suit, or were even 
ahead, including here. pd 90 
dated 06-January-1973 that 
prohibited “rumor mongering 
and spreading false informa-
tion,” and specifically: “… any 
person who shall offer, publish, 
distribute, circulate and spread 
rumors, false news and infor-
mation and gossip, or cause 
the publication, distribution, 
circulation or spreading of the 
same, which cause or tend to 
cause panic, divisive effects 
among the people, discredit of 
or distrust for the duly consti-
tuted authorities, undermine 
the stability of the Government 
and the objectives of the New 

Society, endanger the public order, or cause damage to the interest or 
credit of the State shall, upon conviction, be punished by ‘prision correc-
cional.’ In case the offender is a government official or employee, the 
accessory penalty of absolute perpetual disqualification from holding 
any public office shall be imposed.”

the ifla.org has issued a guide on how to spot fake news, but 
for most of us, there are already reliable websites that we can readily 
refer to and these are snopes (some say this site has a liberal bias), 
factcheck.org, truthorfiction, thoughtco, or urbanlegendson-
line.com (this even has a video series) and often, just Google some key 
words of the alleged news and add the word “hoax” or check out any 
of these websites earlier mentioned.

what this really means for us is the next time we get news or 
information on a pending disaster, war, terrorist attack, or whatever 
interesting item that we have the urge to share, we need to assess 
carefully before we act, and verify before we push the seNd button.

happy truth hunting!  

A 2,500BC stele of Naram-Sin of Susa, Iran origin showing 2 suns. Photo: Louvre, Paris; Two 
Suns in the Sky. Photo: Yuval Ovadya, 2017. 
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Against the backdrop of hedging, Bautista discussed the diplomatic, 
economic, and military tracks of the foreign policy of the Duterte govern-
ment. on the diplomatic front, the Duterte administration has pursued the 
following:  1) independent foreign policy; 2) restraint and peaceful reso-
lution of disputes; 3) pragmatism; and 4) development-oriented foreign 
policy. on the economic front, president Duterte has promoted intensified 
trade and investments with china, russia, and Japan. on the military front, 
the government has pursued and/or continued: 1) Afp modernization 
program; 2) continuation of ph-us Alliance; and 3) enhancing and forging 
strategic partnerships. in conclusion, Bautista argued that these policies 
are a combination of economic pragmatism, binding-engagement, and 
limited-bandwagoning-which are elements of hedging.

"overview of the philippine Development plan 2017-2022 and ambisyon 
2040," by Ms amelia a Menardo, chief, services Division, trade, services 
and industry staff national Development, office for policy and planning, 
national economic and Development authority (neDa)

At the outset of her lecture, Menardo noted that the motivation behind 
the amBisyon natin 2040, a long-term economic vision for the philippines, is 
the Asian development bank's (Adb) projection of Asian economies by 2050. 
there will be 7 economies that will lead Asia's march to prosperity (south 
korea, Japan, china, india, indonesia, malaysia and thailand). however, the 
Adb study indicated that the philippines would be left out of the boom, over-
taken by india and viet Nam, along with mongolia and cambodia. As such, 
NedA has taken steps to put the philippines in the forefront of growth in Asia.

Menardo pointed out that amBisyon natin 2040 has to be the basis for 
the development planning across political administrations. Nonetheless, ms 
Menardo noted, there has to be some flexibility to adapt to unexpected devel-
opments and changing needs and preferences and this is why NedA went short 
of formulating a long-term plan. Menardo then explained the specifics of the 
philippine Development plan (pDp) 2017-2022, the first pdp to be anchored 
on amBisyon natin 2040. the objective of the current administration's devel-
opment plan is that more filipinos will be closer to achieving their amBisyon 
for a "matatag, maginhawa at panatag na buhay." the pdp will therefore aim to 
lay down a solid foundation for more inclusive growth, a high-trust and resilient 
society, and a globally competitive knowledge economy. the strategies fall under 
the three major pillars of "malasakit, pagbabago, and patuloy na pag-unlad."

"national security policy 2017-2022:  for change and well-Being 
of the filipino people," undersecretary vicente M agdamag, 
Deputy Director-general, national security council secretariat

in his lecture, undersecretary agdamag, presented the National 
security policy (Nsp) 2017-2022, which he noted is a companion of the 
pdp. undersecretary agdamag also shared that the national security vision 
articulated in the Nsp 2017-2022 is for the philippines to become "A secure 
and developed Nation wherein the people's welfare, well-being, ways of 
life; government and its   institutions; sovereignty; and core values are 
enhanced and protected." the national security vision of the Government 
is motivated by the following national interests: 1) public safety and order; 
2) territorial integrity; 3) economic solidarity; 4) ecological balance; 5) 
cultural cohesiveness; 6) moral and spiritual consensus; and 7) external 
peace and harmony. undersecretary agdamag explained the internal and 
external security environment of the philippines as understood in the Nsp.

the Nsp notes the following internal security concerns: 1) law and 
order and criminalities; 2) internal armed conflicts; 3) terrorism and trans-
national crimes; and 4) economic and social threats.

the external security concerns include: 1) overlapping territorial claims 
and other regional concerns; 2) global and regional geopolitical issues; and 
3) global uncertainty and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

the 123rd Maritime forum was held at the Ndcp last 
30-June-2017, 0800-1200h.  the maritime forum is one of 
the activities the Maritime league, "a non profit filipino 

maritime foundation was established in 1990 to address the need for 
an organization, which will help spur progress in the maritime sector 
and advance the interest of the maritime profession and the maritime 
industry as a whole in the philippines." the maritime forum is monthly 
event where various key leaders in the industry and related maritime 
agencies are invited.

the 123rd Maritime forum had the following objectives: 1) to discuss 
recent developments in the south china sea (scs); 2) to discuss the 
government development and security policies; and 3) to discuss security 
observations from the korean peninsula.

A total of seventy participants from the military, civilian government 
agencies, and civil society were invited as participants of the forum.

the workshop featured the lectures of the following: mr rostum J 
Bautista, mNsA, chief, research and special studies division, Ndcp; ms 
amelia a Menardo, chief economic development specialist, National 
economic and development Authority (NedA); undersecretary vicente 
M agdamag, deputy director General, National security council (Nsc) 
secretariat; and secretary rafael M alunan ill, former secretary, 
department of interior and local Government (dilG).

opening remarks by commodore carlos l agustin afp 
(ret), president, Maritime league

in   his   opening   remarks, commodore   agustin   thanked   everyone   
for participating in the event. he expressed his gratitude to the Ndcp for 
hosting the maritime forum for the 3rd time. commodore Agustin also 
noted that the maritime league celebrated its 25th anniversary.

welcome remarks by rear admiral roberto q estioko afp (ret), 
phD, Mnsa, president, nDcp

in his welcome remarks, Admiral estioko thanked commodore agustin 
and the maritime league for partnering with nDcp in hosting the maritime 
forum. the Ndcp president also noted that in view of the transition of leader-
ship, the country experiences varying degrees of transformation in the domestic 
and foreign policies, especially on peace and security, which will significantly 
impact on the pressing defense and security concerns within and outside the 
philippines. taking a close look at the existing security policies and national 
interests, and if the country is to ponder on its impact on national security, a 
thorough discussion of these policies, its nature, scope, nuances, applicability, 
mechanisms, and the pertinent debates is an unquestionable imperative. such 
is the very basis and the intention of the activity, Admiral estioko stressed. the 
Ndcp president thanked the speakers for the coming to the event.

"Managing tensions for peace and Development:  observations 
on president Duterte's south china sea approach" by Mr rostum J 
Bautista, Mnsa, chief, research and special studies Division, nDcp

After presenting an overview of the scs dispute and developments 
leading to manila's decision to file an arbitration case against beijing before 
the international arbitral tribunal, Bautista argued that the duterte adminis-
tration’s foreign policy approach could be described as hedging.  international 
relations scholar, cheng chwee kuik, said hedging is "an insurance-seeking 
behavior wherein a sovereign actor pursues deliberately ambiguous policies 
vis-a vis competing powers to prepare for a fallback position should circum-
stances change." its objective is to "acquire as many returns from different 
powers as possible when relations are positive, while simultaneously seeking 
to offset long-term risks that might arise in worst-case scenarios."

Proceedings of  
123rd Maritime Forum
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the Nsp also included other strategic issues and challenges: 1) tech-
nological advances and threats of cyber-attacks; 2) climate change and its 
national security risks; and 3) institutional concerns.

undersecretary agdamag  also shared the  national security goals 
contemplated in the latest Nsp which include: 

1) promote public safety and order; 2) safeguard territorial integrity and 
sovereignty; 3) bolster economic strength and solidarity; 4) protect and 
preserve ecological balance; 5) advance cultural cohesiveness; 5) promote 
moral-spiritual consensus; and 6) contribute to global peace and harmony.

in discussing the means to the said goals, undersecretary Agdamag 
explained that the Nsp contains a chapter on resource generation for 
national security, which is divided into 4 parts, namely: 

1) human resource development; 2) legislations and executive issuances; 3) 
funding and budgetary resources; and 4) strategic industries/flagship projects. 

in discussing the strategic industries that are essential in achieving 
the aforementioned national security goals, undersecretary agdamag 
explained that they would include the industries in the investment 
priorities plan as well as other industries including transportation industry, 
space industry, land combat system industry, weapons and munitions 
industry, and aircraft industry, among others. 

in concluding his lecture, undersecretary agdamag explained that the 
Nsp 2017-2022 contemplates the following elements of national security: 
cultural security, cyber security, disaster security, economic security, energy 
security, environmental security, food security, geostrategic security, health 
security, human security, informational security, and military and border 
security. the plebiscite would then be held in 2019 and by 2022, there will be 
an election for the first set of officials under the federal system. 

"learning from the republic of korea," by secretary rafael M 
alunan ill, former secretary, Department of interior and local 
government (Dilg)

in his presentation, secretary alunan recounted the recent trip, which he 
and commodore agustin undertook in republic of korea (rok), otherwise 
known as south korea. At the invitation of the south korean Ambassador to 
the philippines, kim Jae shin, secretary alunan and commodore agustin 
travelled to rok with the aim of further understanding the following issues: 
politico-security matters on the korean peninsula, the south china sea, 
security alliance concerns, ph foreign policy, ph internal security issues, ph 
credible deterrence direction, supplier-client risk management, and rok 
urban public safety and security systems.

secretary alunan also shared their experience at the demilitarized 
zone (dmz) in the 38th parallel, the south korea-North korea border. the 
former dilG chief noted that he and commodore agustin took photos of 
the democratic people's republic of korea (dprk) while the North koreans 
also took pictures of them. 

in a paper written by commodore agustin regarding the trip, the 
maritime league president noted: "our take away from the various discus-
sions during the 4-day visit are summed up by mr alunan: 

1) A military solution to counter kim Jong un is not a viable option. 
regime change initiated within Nokor is the most acceptable option 
although the probability of that happening is low at this point. more sanc-
tions, negotiations, defiance and tensions should be expected; 

2) the lack of u.s. resolve in the south china sea: the freedom of naviga-
tion operations prove ineffective so far. china has been taking full advantage 
of the situation. security relationships are being adjusted and calibrated;

3) isis or lslamist terrorism is not a security risk factor in rok. questions 
were raised about the efficacy of martial law and the country's strategy 
to contain and defeat the problems of drugs and terror to protect our 
economic gains and boost investor confidence;

4) the idea of dispersing rok's strategic industries to other parts of the 
region as a safety and security measure against a hot conflict on the penin-
sula was put on the table;

5) should rok's shipyards and aerospace industry be destroyed by 
Nokor, that would cripple our Navy and Air force that would be unable to 
find spare parts to repair and maintain the combat assets we're acquiring 
from rok for credible deterrence; and

6) the ph and rok have common denominators in their security envi-
ronment - the u.s., china, russia and Japan. the conduct of diplomacy 
must be given careful attention."

open forum

during the open forum, one of the participants pointed out that the 
philippines must develop a sense of nationalism in order to fight for the coun-
try's territorial rights. Another participant responded that the philippines 
should not act tough without anything to back up its stance, and that the 
country must develop self-reliance, starting in the industry of shipbuilding.

A member of the audience gave tribute and declared respect for 
the philippine Navy, but noted that while the agency was good in stra-
tegic planning, it still faced challenges when it came to implementation 
of such plans. this was followed by a suggestion of another participant 
to give more time regarding the west philippine sea (wps) in the next 
forum. the same participant pointed out that there must be ways to get 
the filipino people, especially the youth, directly involved in discussions 
regarding the wps territorial disputes. commodore agustin agreed and 
noted that the department of education must carry out programs to 
educate the youth about the wps. brigadier General rolando g Jungco 
Afp (ret), Ndcp executive vice president, added to this proposal, and 
noted that corrections must be made to simple things like posters and 
t-shirts, which display the philippine map. he said that such maps must 
also display the disputed territories in the country's exclusive economic 
zone (eez) such as pag-Asa island.

"updates on the west philippine sea," from the philippine navy, 
national coast watch council, Department of transportation, and 
philippine coast guard

the open forum was followed by several agencies giving updates on 
wps, including the philippine Navy, National coast watch council (Ncwc), 
department of transportation (dotr), philippine coast Guard (pcG), and 
the Asian institute of Journalism and communication.

the philippine navy discussed plans in establishing a forward oper-
ating base (fob) and a littoral monitoring station (lms) in the area of 
batanes in order to address territorial security issues in the northern border 
of the country and its fishing grounds. the fob will serve "as a permanent 
staging area that will fill in the identified gaps in Northern seaboard specif-
ically, the bashi channel and balintang channel." the los, on the other 
hand, "will detect and monitor movement of vessels plying in these chan-
nels and the seas around batanes."

the ncwc noted it recently held a workshop where it was proposed 
that an executive order would promote maritime and archipelagic aware-
ness of the country.

the Dotr proposed the creation of maritime museum in order to have 
appreciation of the country as archipelagic and maritime character.

the pcg noted its proposed port project in the kalayaan island group 
(kig). the kiG project involves two piers: a small pier for fishing boats, and 
a larger one after for the vessels of the pcg and the philippine navy.

the Asian institute of Journalism and communication discussed its 
"Diskursong teritoryo," a campaign that aims to enhance the quality of public 
debate on the wps and the philippine rise. it will celebrate in september “Mana 
Mo,” which stands for maritime and Archipelagic Nation Awareness month.

commodore Mariano s sontillanosa Afp (ret), board secretary, maritime 
league, provided an overview of the upcoming "Maritime conference 2017" 
to be held on 12-14 July 2017 at smx convention hall, manila.

After Admiral estioko thanked the speakers and the audience for partici-
pating in the activity, commodore agustin adjourned the forum.  
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AEC Vision 2025 – A Sectoral 
Contribution of the Philippines to 
Maritime Connectivity and Ocean 

Governance
by Alberto A. Encomienda, BalikBalangay

The Philippines will be hosting the 31st ASEAN Summit later this 
year, at mid-century of its founding and into the second year of 
the establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) in 
2015. The 50th year of the ASEAN also marks a milestone with the 
implementation of the AEC Blueprint 2025, which is the second 
phase of constructing the AEC. The Philippines must take these 
important ASEAN milestones as an opportunity to project national 
concerns and core interests in the context of ASEAN regional 
integration and consolidation. It must seize the opportunity to 
promote regional ocean governance as a core regional interest for 
the AEC, projecting a core interest of the Philippines. 

Introduction – a philippines core national interest and an 
asean core regional interest

this article hopes to contribute to the continuing narrative on 
AseAN economic/political integration and consolidation, and a “caring 
and sharing” community-building under the AseAN community vision 
2025. At this juncture, the core national interests of the philippines 
as a millennial archipelagic state must already be introduced to the 

regional and international context through an independent foreign 
policy that is AseAN-centered and oriented towards the wider central 
indo-pacific region, under Aec vision 2025, paragraph 8.7. in the 
AseAN community-building narrative, the philippines must project its 
core interests especially in transitioning from an archipelago and mari-
time nation to an archipelagic state created under the 1982 united 
Nations convention on the law of the sea (uNclos).

the concept of an archipelagic state is an economic/political char-
acterization, which the philippines historically espoused as an added 
essential element of its statehood as a mid-ocean archipelago. the 
so-called “archipelagic doctrine” articulates and reflects the ancient and 
traditional animus among the early tribal inhabitants of the islands that 
later comprised the philippines archipelago.  since those very early times, 
time immemorial, the pre-spanish inhabitants of the islands comprising 
the archipelago were mostly coastal communities and settlements with 
a natural affinity with the sea, and thus the sense of a “unity between 
land and sea.” presently, between 80-85% of municipalities and cities in 
the country is never more than a hundred kilometers from the coast.

the projection of the archipelagic concept to the international 
political plane was pioneered by the philippines at the three united 

 maritime law maritime law
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2025, paragraph 7). to this end, the AseAN “undertake to realize” a 
political-security community that, among other broad characteristics:

 � “adopts a comprehensive approach to security which enhanc-
es (our) capacity to address effectively and in a timely manner  
existing and emerging challenges, including non-traditional 
security issues particularly transnational crimes and  trans-
boundary  challenges” (Aec vision 2025, paragraph 8.4);

 � “that enhances maritime security and maritime cooperation 
for peace and stability in the region and beyond ... and 
adopts  internationally accepted maritime conventions and 
principles” (Aec vision 2025, paragraph 8.7);

 � “that ... deepens cooperation with dialogue partners, strength-
ens engagement with other external parties, reaches out to      
potential partners, as well as responds collectively and construc-
tively to global developments and issues of common concern”  
(Aec vision2025, paragraph 8.9).

the above are among broad political-security characteristics that 
the AseAN “undertake to realize” for AseAN vision 2025 as contained 
in the Aspb, that impacts on maritime security and ocean governance. 
this is what defines a sectoral lead role for the philippines, contribu-
tory to AseAN integration and consolidation, projecting its own core 
national interests.

constructing maritime security, connectivity, and ocean 
governance under the asean vision 2025

maritime Asia, which cradles the seas of the AseAN region and the 
central indo-pacific, is an archipelagic continent; the classic regional 
thalassocracy wherein the sea dominates the land by natural design 
and configuration. the seas of the AseAN and the central indo-pacific 
collectively are a regional common heritage that must be managed and 
nurtured comprehensively and seamlessly through joint cooperation 
among states concerned, whether regional stakeholders or extra-
regional interested states (uNclos part ix). the archipelagic waters of 
the philippines are also interconnected enclosed/semi-enclosed seas 
with the archipelagic waters of indonesia and papua New Guinea; a 
regional maritime setting wherein vessel transit, freedom of naviga-
tion, exploitation and conservation of marine resources, protection 
of the marine environment and biodiversity, integrated coastal zone 
management (and thus food security), transborder marine pollution, 
and adverse effects of climate change, which are aspects of non-
traditional maritime security concerns/issues and transboundary 
challenges (Aec vision 2025, paragraph 8.4), are ever-present active or 
latent transborder issues that can affect regional peace, security, and 
good order. these non-traditional maritime security concerns in a very 
significant way contributes to defining the broad characteristics for a 
2025 AseAN political-security community.

it is clear that in the AseAN community-building as a virtual mari-
time community, non-traditional maritime security issues and 
transboundary challenges is the other side of the coin in regard to 
comprehensive security that must be enhanced under the Aec vision 
2025, and about which the AseAN must remain cohesive, respon-
sive and relevant in addressing as challenges to regional peace and 
security; playing the central role in shaping the political/security 
architecture. it is in this aspect of comprehensive security, the non-
traditional maritime security concerns, where the philippines can 
assign to itself a signal national contribution to the Aec vision 2025 
integration and consolidation. it can carve a sectoral role focused on 
maritime security and ocean governance, and assume the leadership 
role in establishing regional ocean governance and connectivity under 
the legal and scientific framework of the uNclos, and in particular at 

Nations conferences on the law of the sea; among the longest and 
largest diplomatic conference process that spanned three decades. 
for the philippines, the incorporation of the regime of the archipe-
lagic state in the uNclos represents a hard-won success at diplomacy, 
wherein the leading maritime nations of the world were ranged 
against it. thenceforth, the philippines will have to continue work at 
progressive development of the international regime of the archipe-
lagic state at uNclos part iv, through customary state practice. the 
legal regime itself and not just its uNclos juridical implementation, is 
so much work still in progress. for example, an intractable issue then 
as it is up to the present time is defining what constitutes freedom 
of navigation through archipelagic waters, otherwise known as the 
right of archipelagic sealanes passage.  this is a vessel transit regime 
that necessarily would be mainly governed through domestic rules 
and regulations albeit also necessarily balanced with the rights of 
foreign vessels. this domestic projection towards foreign policy under 
the AseAN community vision 2025 would serve core interests of the 
philippines alongside its own national visioning, positioning and 
constructing for the Asian century.

this suggested initiative of the philippines within the AseAN, 
implementing and further developing the uNclos regime of the 
archipelagic state, would be significantly contributory to the Aec 
community-building “forging ahead together,” in regard to maritime 
connectivity and ocean governance. this is due to the fact that the 
AseAN seas and the central indo-pacific maritime region is flanked in 
its eastern longitudes by the three largest archipelagic states in a north-
south adjacency alignment i.e., philippines, indonesia and papua-New 
Guinea. on account of the importance of maritime connectivity and 
ocean governance to Aec economic/political integration and consoli-
dation, the AseAN must assume its role as the “central and foremost 
facilitator and driver of regional economic integration in east Asia” 
(Aec vision 2025, paragraph 10.5) addressing maritime connectivity 
through ocean governance and maritime security.  even at this point 
in time, the AseAN can intercalate inputs into the initiative for AseAN 
integration (iAi) strategic framework and the master plan for AseAN 
connectivity (Apsb, paragraph 8.7), and shaping the regional maritime 
and ocean governance architecture (Apsb, paragraph 7). to reiterate, 
ocean governance and maritime security is a collective regional core 
interest for the AseAN region and east Asia, burdened with more than 
half of the world’s maritime trade and shipping volume quantified at 
us$5.3 trillion annually. ocean governance is also essential in estab-
lishing maritime connectivity. And, the philippines is the strategic 
regional epicenter in all aspects of ocean governance and maritime 
security, whether traditional or non-traditional concerns and issues; 
and in the thick of a maritime disputes situation that can be a drag on 
regional integration and consolidation. the philippines contribution to 
the AseAN integration and consolidation process, at this point in time 
through Aec 2025, would be in ocean governance and maritime secu-
rity, projecting a core national interest.

the aec vision 2025 Blueprint for a political - security 
community (apsB)

the broad characteristics for the AseAN political-security 
community in the Aec vision 2025 is laid out at paragraphs 7 and 8 of 
the vision statement issued by the AseAN heads of state/Governments 
during the 27th AseAN summit in kuala lumpur that established the 
AseAN community 2015. As a political-security community, the Aec 
vision 2025 exhorts that the AseAN “shall remain cohesive, responsive 
and relevant in addressing challenges to regional peace and security 
as well as play a central role in shaping the evolving regional archi-
tecture while deepening (our) engagement with external parties and 
contributing collectively to global peace and stability” (Aec vision 
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part ix thereof on enclosed/semi-enclosed sea. the philippines stake 
and leadership in regional ocean governance on account of its strategic 
location would be contributory not only to maritime connectivity in 
regard to the AseAN and Aec vision 2025 economic/political integra-
tion and consolidation but even beyond (Aec vision 2025. paragraph 
8.7); implying the wider central indo-pacific in regard to constructing 
and ensuring regional maritime peace, good order and security. this is 
an essential and indispensable role for the philippines that stems from 
its highly strategic location as an archipelagic state with archipelagic 
waters and territorial seas forming the pacific ocean rampart of mari-
time Asia, and the south china sea.

the philippines, while putting its archipelagic house in order in 
all aspects of domestic nation-building as an archipelagic state, must 
take the lead in constructing regional ocean governance and mari-
time security to help establish the broad characteristics under Aec 
vision 2025 especially in regard to maritime connectivity, and estab-
lish the clear direction for the next (third) and succeeding phases 
of Aec construction. in this manner, a pioneering regional role, it 
would be constructing its own archipelagic house while working on 
a shared regional blueprint with indonesia and papua-New Guinea 
for interconnected archipelagic seas that are also interconnected 
enclosed/semi-enclosed seas. this humongous regional sea area is a 
large marine ecoregion (lme) sharing characteristic regional features 
(uNclos Article 197). finally, in regard to regional ocean govern-
ance and the leadership stake for the philippines, it must never lose 
sight that ocean governance and maritime security is a core national 
interest of the philippines as an archipelagic state highly vulnerable to 
all maritime issues and concerns straddling traditional and non-tradi-
tional maritime security. And on account of the connectivity of the 
ocean especially in the context of the AseAN and central indo-pacific 
seas as a large marine ecoregion (lme) sharing characteristic regional 
features, regional ocean governance and maritime security is a core 
regional interest for establishing maritime connectivity significantly 
contributory and essential to Aec integration and consolidation.

in another vein and in regard to political-security community-
building and inclusivity, a constructive historical double-take would 
be a geographic reconstruction of the larger indo-pacific ancient 
regional community. And hence, following recent worldwide events 
relating to an expanded sometimes called “open regionalism,” it might 
be time for the AseAN to actively consider the next phase of expan-
sion in membership by formalizing the long-running observer status 
of papua-New Guinea, sri-lanka and east timor to full membership. 
this suggestion might be a “subversive” thought to some of the current 
AseAN member states that would adhere to a strict geographic region-
alism and inclusivity. it would however be worthwhile “planting the 
seeds” for beyond AseAN vision 2025 as the next phase of AseAN inte-
gration and consolidation as therein impliedly suggested at paragraph 
8.7. this step would also help integrate and consolidate on a wider 
regional ocean governance scheme and maritime good order, which 
would serve the overarching principles underpinning the uNclos as 
enunciated in its preamble.

the aec vision 2025 Blueprint for the asean economic 
community (aecB)

the Aec vision 2025 envisions an AseAN economic community 
“with enhanced connectivity and sectoral cooperation ...” As broadly 
defined, the Aec vision 2025 “undertake to achieve”, among other 
broad characteristics, the following:

 � 10.3 - enhanced connectivity and sectoral cooperation with improve-
ments in regional frameworks, including strategic   sectoral policies 
vital to the effective operationalisation of the economic community;
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 � 10.5 - A global AseAN that is “a central and foremost facilitator 
and driver of regional economic integration in east Asia...” there 
is nothing much to say on the above Aecb aspects, essentially 
motherhood statements, but merely to emphasize and restate 
that ocean governance, maritime security and connectivity 
reflected above, is a principal facilitator for regional economic 
integration and consolidation in the context of Aec vision 2025, 
and beyond. it must be noted that same sense is essentially 
conveyed in the previous chapter on the blueprint for political-
security community.

the aec vision 2025 Blueprint for socio-cultural 
community (ascB)

the Ascb is laid out at paragraphs 11 and 12 of the vision 
statement where the key descriptive phrase and terminology is of an 
AseAN socio-cultural community that “shall be inclusive, sustainable, 
resilient and dynamic.” the relevant socio-cultural elements and broad 
characteristics that can be related to ocean governance and maritime 
security, follows:

 � 12.3 - A sustainable community that promotes social develop-
ment and environmental protection through effective mecha-
nisms to meet the current and future needs of our peoples;

 � 12.4 - A resilient community with enhanced capacity and 
capability to adapt and respond to social and economic vulner-
abilities, disasters, climate change as well as emerging threats 
and challenges.

it will be noted that the two aspects above, highlighting social 
development and environmental protection, and community resil-
ience, which has reference to non-traditional security concerns, those 
similarly treated in the Apsb and Aecb. Although seemingly under-
stated in the overall Aec vision 2025 as regards to its importance to 
AseAN maritime connectivity and thus integration and consolidation, 
ocean governance and maritime security in the context of maritime 
southeast/ east Asia is essential to maritime peace, good order and 
security.  to emphasize, a regional pacem en maribus is essential for 
a conducive atmosphere towards AseAN integration and consolida-
tion promoted under Aec vision 2025, and in establishing maritime 
connectivity. the legal/scientific framework and platform serving the 
AseAN vision 2025 socio-cultural community could be holistically 
pursued under uNclos part ix and at uNclos parts x, xii and xiii and 
relevant other general duties and obligations under international law 
(Aec vision 2025 at paragraph 8.7 cited above). A specific and flag-
ship project that the philippines can pursue under the above broad 
socio-cultural characteristics would be integrated coastal Zone 
Management (icZM), which would benefit the coastal regions of 
maritime Asia in regard to food security and disaster mitigation.

A separate matter but related to the Aec vision 2025 socio-cultural 
mantra addresses another regional maritime concern that is the 
spratlys archipelago disputes situation. this is another core interest 
of the philippines that could adversely affect AseAN integration and 
consolidation. it might be desirable to consciously insinuate into 
the contemporary AseAN narrative, a historical AseAN double-take 
leaning towards an active reintroduction of the ancient madjapahit 
and shri-visayan social and cultural norms of musyawarah (consul-
tations) and mufakat (consensus). these established regional 
socio-cultural norms can be adapted to address contemporary socio-
cultural issues in the new economic/political integrationist direction 
under the Aec vision 2025 as restated in the Apsb (Aec vision 2025, 
paragraph 8.5). in a manner of speaking these regional socio-cultural 
traits are reflected in Ascb, paragraph 12.5, thus: “A dynamic and 
harmonious community that is aware and proud of its identity, culture 
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and heritage with the strengthened ability to innovate and proactively 
contribute to the global community.” these are ancient core regional 
socio-cultural values articulated in the bandung declaration of 1955 
and further manifested and modernized in the AseAN treaty of Amity 
and cooperation in southeast Asia (AseAN-tAc).

the AseAN seas and the seas of the central indo-pacific with its 
non-traditional maritime concerns is rife with potential and latent 
conflict situations that must be addressed the Asian way. the south 
china sea dispute situation, especially post the hague pcA arbitral 
ruling that has not contributed in any manner to a peaceful resolution 
of the dispute situation, may yet be better addressed in a new direc-
tion under the AseAN-tAc and in the spirit of the Aec vision 2025. in 
this regard, even the uNclos and thus rules-based, reflects the musya-
warah/mufakat spirit at its opening preambular paragraph that “the 
states parties to this convention, prompted by the desire to settle, in 
a spirit of mutual understanding and cooperation, all issues relating 
to the law of the sea.

participatory roles of asean Dialogue partners in aec 
vision 2025 constructing regional maritime security and 
connectivity.

the structural set-up of the AseAN as a regional organization 
allows for “open regionalism” through so-called dialogue partner 
arrangements. Among existing dialogue partners that the AseAN can 
engage in a stakeholder participatory arrangement for cooperation in 
regional maritime security and ocean governance would be Australia, 
china, the european union, Japan and the usA. china can partici-
pate in two capacities: (1) as an AseAN dialogue partner, and (2) as an 
uNclos state party bordering the south china sea as an enclosed/
semi-enclosed sea (uNclos part ix).

Australia, Japan, the eu and the usA can also participate in two 
capacities: (1) as AseAN dialogue partners, and (2) as “other interested 
states” under uNclos part ix (Article 123). moreover, maritime coop-
eration with dialogue partners can also be pursued as a universal 
obligation among states parties to the uNclos provided for in its Annex 
vi (resolution on development of national marine science, technology 
and ocean service infrastructures), and under a North-south and south-
south mutual assistance as provided in the united Nations conference 
on trade and development (uNctAd). it can be seen however, that 
in whichever category of stakeholder participation attaching to any 
concerned or interested countries can be undertaken in a unified ocean 
governance umbrella whether under the AseAN or through a regional 
institutional mechanism under uNclos part ix (Article 123).

there are already ongoing ocean-related cooperation between 
AseAN and aforementioned countries whether bilaterally or under 
AseAN auspices. these existing arrangements would constitute the 
initial building blocks towards a coherent, comprehensive and seam-
less regional maritime joint cooperation. in regard to Australia, Japan, 
the eu, and the usA, as extra-regional “other interested states” under 
uNclos part ix (Article 123), their duties and responsibilities in regard 
to regional ocean governance is not a “feel good” altruistic motiva-
tion. they carry duties and responsibilities on account of shipping 
activities as “user” states; activities that carries threats to the marine 
environment and safety and security of navigation. china with its 
belt and road initiative (bri) regional maritime infrastructure project 
would be additionally obliged to actively participate in regional ocean 
governance as a duty and responsibility. the eu and AseAN have an 
ongoing AseAN-eu high-level dialogue on maritime cooperation. 
very recently, the european commission together with the eu high 
representative issued a Joint communication on international ocean 
governance, in which the AseAN can align its own ocean governance 

program. the international maritime organization (imo), which neces-
sarily is an “interested international organization” under uNclos 
Article 123, must participate. so must the food and Agriculture 
organization (fAo). in the case of the imo, the philippines can reit-
erate a 1996 standing proposal and invitation for the imo to establish 
a regional office headquartered in the philippines.

conclusion: regional maritime security and ocean 
governance - the call of the times for aec vision 2025; and 
a leadership call for the philippines

the philippines is the quintessential archipelagic state and the 
front-line coastal state for all regional challenges and issues relating 
to traditional and non-traditional maritime security concerns. equally 
significant, it has the historical “baggage” and “lessons learned” that 
led it to constructing itself with a domestic mold of the “archipelago 
concept”. the archipelago concept served as the legal and scientific 
framework for the archipelagic state enshrined in the uNclos (part iv). 
the philippines is the strategic marine geological microcosm embod-
ying all maritime concerns. consistent with its political circumstances 
and blue economy resources, the philippines must concentrate on 
addressing non-traditional maritime security concerns and chal-
lenges. it must assume leadership in extrapolating those concerns 
regionally that is the AseAN and central indo-pacific seas; a state duty 
and responsibility imposed by nature and political circumstances. it 
is clear that in all aspects of AseAN community-building under the 
Aec vision 2025, whether political/security, economic, and socio-
cultural, ocean governance and maritime security, peace and good 
order is essential to facilitating integration and consolidation. And the 
archipelagic continent that is maritime Asia, east Asia or central indo-
pacific, however the geographic region is politically or economically 
conceived to be, the philippines is the front-line state in regard to all 
possible maritime challenges, and the fulcrum for ocean governance 
and maritime security. regional ocean governance leadership for the 
philippines is not about an altruistic projection of a subjective national 
interest but an international responsibility under uNclos.

finally, the philippines is the front-line in the spratlys archipelago 
dispute situation. everything it can do to promote joint cooperation 
in addressing non-traditional maritime security and ocean govern-
ance concerns, whether as confidence-building measures (cbms) or 
as provisional measures pending a peaceful settlement of the conflict 
situation, would surely contribute to alleviating the political tensions 
in the wider region. And this mission and vision would call to mind 
uNclos preambular paragraph 4 which recognizes “the desirability of 
establishing ...  a legal order for the seas and oceans which will facilitate 
international communication, and will promote the peaceful uses of the 
seas and oceans, the equitable and efficient utilization of their resources, 
the conservation of their living resources, and the study, protection 
and preservation of the marine environment”.  the abiding national 
marine/maritime policy guidance for the philippines must always be 
the uNclos, which is the lynchpin and underpinning of the philippines 
archipelagic state. And so it is for the AseAN and central indo-pacific 
maritime region.

the philippines must seize the moment. the 2017 hosting of the 
AseAN summit would be the best, and possibly the only, opportu-
nity for the philippines to stake and define for itself a leadership role 
in constructing regional ocean governance and maritime security. 
borrowing some famous words, the same classic question must have 
motivated and played in the minds of the authors of the archipelagic 
state led by senator Arturo m. tolentino, thus:

“if not us, who?  if not now, when?" 
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counterterrorism operations today often entail attempts to 
remove territorial “safe havens” for islamic extremism. this is 
seen in fights against the islamic state in Afghanistan, iraq, 

syria, and most recently, the philippines. these fights are often govern-
ment-led sieges of cities, like raqqa, mosul, and marawi, where islamic 
state has taken control, or at least has a strong presence.

but by using extensive military force to deny safe havens that tend 
to concentrate islamic extremists, we may be spreading extremism 
diffusely across our vulnerable societies. the civilian deaths, prop-
erty destruction and refugees from the sieges provide terrorists with 
propaganda tools to expand a network of recruits that strengthen and 
empower terrorism, making their organizations more dangerous than 
they were when concentrated in a particular locale. when allowed to 
concentrate and govern through peace agreements, extremists are 
shaped, and moderates empowered, by gradual government applica-
tions of institutional, economic, and legal influence.

the idea of counter-terrorism as violent conquest of territory is 
instantiated in a statement by Armed forces of the philippines (Afp) 
spokesman brigadier General restituto padilla on June 9. he discusses 
mindanao, which is currently under martial law to facilitate the 
retaking of islamic state-controlled portions of the muslim-majority 
city of marawi. "the chief-of-staff [Afp head Gen. eduardo Año] made 
an announcement hoping that by monday [June 12, independence 
day] we can freely wave our flags in every corner of marawi. we're 
working feverishly to do that," he said. on June 10, 13 more philippine 
soldiers tragically lost their lives in the attempt.

but waving the flag in marawi on philippine independence day will 
not defeat terrorism in the philippines. As a result of the government 

offensive in marawi, and the terrorist reaction, over 200 have died, 
including civilians, soldiers, and enemy combatants. the fight has caused 
239,000 internally displaced people (idps) in 18 days. most of these people 
are muslims, who could spread across the entire island of mindanao, the 
philippines second-biggest island. for reference, mindanao is about the 
same size as south korea, or the u.s. state of kentucky.

some idps will head for manila, and if refugees fleeing syria and iraq 

Relatives of Abdillah Masid, carries his dead body to be buried in Barangay Saber in 
Marawi, on the southern Philippine island of Mindanao on June 9, 2017. Abdilla died 
after a stray bullet hit him in the neck during afternoon prayers inside the mosque. 
More than 200,000 people displaced after Islamist militants attacked a southern 
Philippine city are facing deadly health risks, relief groups said Friday after a fleeing 
mother told AFP her baby died because of a lack of medical care. Credit: NOEL 
CELIS/AFP/Getty Images

Terrorist Safe Havens Are In The Mind, 
And Cannot Be Beaten Militarily

by Anders Corr
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that discontent feeds extremist ideas that can’t be killed with 
bullets. the ideas that motivate the terrorists in marawi likely live on 
in at least some of the 239,000 idps that the government offensive 
against terrorists has created. they live on among a small percentage of 
the millions of muslims worldwide who are watching the battle unfold, 
and who may wonder why the terrorist leader hapilon could not have 
been dealt with as a police matter so as not to uproot the entire muslim 
community of marawi. some of the new idps in mindanao, and those 
watching their plight abroad, may seek the implements of terror that 
they wrongly think will further their cause, not only in mindanao, but 
manila, london, or New york city.

the idea of islamic extremism, or a caliphate, or the attraction to the 
misguided young of using violence to promote these ideas, will only be 
strengthened by military sieges of cities like marawi, raqqa, and mosul. 
we can educate people to no longer believe in the paths of extremism, 
but to do so we must more often fight that extremism with educational 
and police, rather than military methods. military methods will be 
needed on occasion, but should be used sparingly and only after careful 
deliberation regarding the effects on civilians, and the propaganda 
value that such methods will supply to the terrorists. it is not clear that 
such deliberation occurred prior to the siege of marawi.

city sieges are themselves extremist forms of violence. the real safe 
haven for terrorism is not the unbesieged city, but the besieged one. it is 
a safe haven of the terrorist mind that exceeds the physical limits of the 
besieging armies. it is a safe haven in the ideas promulgated by terrorism, and 
amplified by government forms of extremism. only by gaining entrance to 
the extremist mind, through education, rational debate, compromise, influ-
ence, and where necessary, police methods and the courts, will terrorism 
and other forms of violent extremism be suppressed at the source.
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are any indication, a very small portion of them may sympathize with, 
or be, terrorists. some idps are surely angry at the government for this 
fight. if they commit terrorist acts in manila or elsewhere on luzon island, 
president duterte could impose martial law over the entire country, 
which he seemed prone to do, even before the marawi crisis unfolded.

ostensibly to stop some islamic terrorists, and the anti-liberal values 
they stand for, duterte’s tough approach has set in motion a chain of events 
that could lead to the further spread of islamic extremism in the philippines.

supposedly to defend liberal rights, his actions have led him to 
suspend those rights in mindanao, and to threaten to end those rights 
in all of the philippines. duterte’s tough approach will not deter deter-
mined terrorists from coming to the philippines. And it will likely create 
many such terrorists from previously unpoliticized muslim locals 
whose increasing poverty and ruptured social networks will make 
them newly vulnerable to islamic state recruitment.

by using military force on a large scale to capture a few terror-
ists, the government proves the impotence of its political influence 
in marawi. had the government more strenuously cultivated such 
influence, for example by congressional action on popular but lapsed 
peace agreements from 1996 and 2014, it likely would have achieved 
its objectives with a much lighter touch. that the government must 
use armored vehicles, aerial bombing, and u.s. surveillance flights to 
deal with the situation, shows that islamist extremists in mindanao had 
sufficient truck with the local muslim community to remain hidden in 
marawi. the government’s original objective, islamic state southeast 
Asia emir isnilon hapilon, is still at large.

the maute Group, which is now part of islamic state, offered 
duterte a cease-fire last year. he rejected it in a way that showed disre-
gard for civilian life in marawi, saying, “they said that they will go down 
upon marawi to burn the place. And i said, ‘Go ahead, do it.’” duterte’s 
orders in the last three weeks have led to the destruction of much of 
the city. “it was not the spread of isis in iraq and syria that fueled isis 
cells in the philippines, but the collapse of the peace process,” zachary 
m. Abuza of the National war college told the New york times.

Given the colonialism of spanish and American occupation, 
increasing population pressure since the 20th century, duterte’s threats 
of cannibalism against terrorists, his jokes about rape in the context of 
the siege in the past few weeks, and draconian military measures foisted 
on the population of marawi today, it would not be surprising if a small 
percentage of muslims and indigenous people on mindanao are highly 
critical of the government in manila. the island used to have a majority 
of muslims, but that majority has eroded to about 20-40% after repeated 
periods of conflict and government-sponsored immigration. the mili-
tary methods required to meet the latest manila-imposed deadline to 
retake marawi could be seen, by some discontents on mindanao, as the 
violent part of a new form of colonialism emanating from manila.

An OV-10 Bronco aircraft drops a bomb against an Islamist militant hideout in 
Marawi, on southern Philippine island of Mindanao on 9-June-2017. Credit: NOEL 
CELIS/AFP/Getty Images

A bomb explodes after being dropped on an Islamist militants' hideout in Marawi, on 
the southern Philippine island of Mindanao on 9-June-2017. Credit: NOEL CELIS/
AFP/Getty Images
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OPV:  The Answer to Maritime 
Security in the GCC Region

by Defence IQ

The versatile offshore patrol vessel may prove to be 
a vital solution to the diverse maritime threats in the 
GCC (Gulf Cooperating Council) Region.

GULF ARAB STATES face significant c h a l l e n g e s 
today, ranging from a slump of oil prices to rising incidents 
of domestic terrorism. However, the 
critical need for maritime security is one 
that is given precedence because of 
a collective dependence on seaborne 
trade and transport. If security of these 
passageways cannot be ensured, the region 
will be cut off from the rest of the world.

The situation naturally requires a firm 
response from regional maritime forces – 
both in terms of strategic planning and in 
deploying appropriate equipment.

Forming the backbone of new platforms 
is the Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV). Boasting 
speed, versatility and cost-efficiency, the 
OPV is slowly becoming a preferred alter-
native to the conventional corvette in 
many areas of the world that deal with 
similar maritime concerns.

As such, Gulf nations are consid-
ering an increase in OPV acquisition 
because a flexible platform may be 
the best way to address a flexible 
range of threats.

“New capabilities such as 
patrol vessels and onboard heli-
copters have already had an 
effect off the Somali Coast, 
where the scale of the attacks 
on commercial vessels has 
decreased,” explained Captain 
Mustafa Kanafani, an inde-
pendent maritime expert and 
former representative of the 
League of Arab States to the 
UN’s International Maritime 
Organization (IMO).

KEY THREATS

The most prevalent 
threats facing maritime secu-
rity within the Arabian Gulf 
can be categorized into three 
core issues.

First is political insta-
bility. In the event of conflict, 

adversaries – such as Iran’s Revolutionary Guards Corps 
– are capable of carrying out sabotage, deploying mines, 
i n t e r f e r i n g with shipping, and attacking 
offshore facilities or maritime traffic that belong 
to GCC nations. 

The second danger is 
that terrorist groups (some 
of which are state-spon-
sored) may hijack ships 
or use small, fast boats to 

attack offshore facilities and ports. 
An unstable Yemen has 
seen a risk of Houthi-led 
insurgents developing a 
capability to close off the 
Bab el Mandeb, while the 
expansion and continued 
presence of ISIL in the Sinai 
has seen security tighten 
around the Suez canal. 
Somali piracy has subsided 

in recent years but analysts 
foresee an upswing of 
activity as multinational 
naval support withdraws 

from the region.

Following on from 
this challenge, there 
is the issue of security 
offshore oil and gas 
platforms, which are 
intrinsically vulnerable 

to terrorist attacks 
but require persistent 
protection and rapid 
response.

Overall, the scale 
and diversity of mari-
time threats represent 
a highly complex 
m u l t i - d i m e n s i o n a l 

challenge for 
the GCC that 
looks likely to 
grow with time.

OPV RESPONSE

In a recent survey 
undertaken by Defense 
IQ, an overwhelming 
majority of naval profes-
sionals confirmed that 
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investment into new opvs, though undeniably a significant expense, 
is more cost effective and strategically sound than modernizing or 
adapting current vessels.

over two thirds (2/3) of respondents also stated that opvs can be 
sufficient enough to deal with their current range of combat threats – 
though countering high-end capabilities still requires the involvement 
of conventional warships. for those reasons, momentum is steadily 
building towards new opv programs in the Arabian Gulf.

the uAe, for example, is currently preparing to receive the second 
of two newly built Ariala-class multipurpose opvs from Abu dhabi ship 
building, with the first vessel having been delivered in february 2017.

the 67-meter Ariala boasts damen’s sea-axe hull – combining a 
chined hull and deep v-bottom – that provides very low resistance 
and vertical acceleration, enabling smooth, high speeds and superior 
seakeeping. the vessels also provide a comprehensive weapon, sensor 
and command suite.

saudi Arabia’s border Guard has also been undertaking a number 
of big development projects, including the acquisition of almost 50 
fast boats from Germany and supporting electronic systems.

strategic cooperation

procurement may be seen as a necessary expense when keeping 
naval and maritime force readiness at their peak but there is also a 
need to balance this with a constant study of the environment.

“the shipping industry today offers very high-tech fast patrol 
vessels,” said Admiral dr Ali Alshualbi (ret), formerly of the saudi 

Arabian coast Guard, “but the early warning of maritime threats are 
more important than platforms when it comes to merely responding 
to them. that requires decisions based on joint risk assessment.“

this is not a case of staying abreast of emergent dangers. there 
must also be consistent consideration of the opportunities provided 
by the partners and Allies.

if it’s in the interest of regional nations to operate cooperatively 
once new technical systems have been purchased, it’s clear that it is 
also in their interest to buy cooperatively as well,” said capt. kanafani.

this collaborative-customer approach could ensure an essential 
interoperability and integration of regional systems across surveillance 
crafts, patrol land stations, and helicopters. while not necessarily compli-
cated, it does require both national and regional policies to be formed.

“At present, cooperation in security across the Gcc is limited, but it 
can be reached if our nations are willing to form a truly joint strategy,” 
said dr. Ali.

“meanwhile, participation of civilian organizations is subject to the 
standards of imo regulation and countries must observe that, but inte-
grated management can offer solutions on some important issues,” 
added dr. Ali.

these topics shall be discussed among military and government 
decision-makers, opv industry professionals, and security organi-
zations in the Gcc region at the coming opv middle eAst 2017 
coNfereNce in october 2017, to be held in kuwAit.

    

OPVs like the HNLMS Holland have been instrumental in recent seizures of narcotics.
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The US and North Korea:  
Peace in the Asia-Pacific?

by Former President Fidel V Ramos

during the past two weeks, events on the international 
scene particularly within the Asia-pacific arena, provided an 
uncanny (but welcome) reprise of fvr’s younger days, which 

led this columnist to ask, “Does history really repeat itself?”

 in answer, allow us to share with our readers some personal land-
marks along life’s journey.

indeed, history does in this particular episode, but hopefully, will 
not repeat the destruction and suffering brought about by world 
war ii. this past week, the us and North korea through their heated 
rhetoric and provocative actions, have dominated the global limelight. 
the Nokors, on one hand, have deftly shifted the onus of their death-
dealing nuclear threats to a likely and accessible military target – the 
us stronghold of Guam, which is America’s westernmost frontier, at 
the philippines’ doorstep. even the landmark AseAN foreign ministers’ 
summit and meeting of the dialogue partners (which includes the 
heavyweights:  us, china, Japan, russia, and e.u.) were overshadowed 
by the intensity of the us–Nokor exchange, in spite of the official 
statement that: “Rising tensions on the Korean peninsula stemming from 
long-range missile tests by North Korea… ‘seriously threaten peace, secu-
rity and stability in the region and the world. In this regard, we strongly 
urge the DPRK to immediately comply fully with its obligations under all 
relevant UN Security Council resolutions,’ it said, referring to North Korea 
by its official name.” (channelnewsasia.com, 05-August-2017).

“hitch-hiking” across the pacific, 1946. fvr’s interest in Guam 
dates back to July 1946 when he first passed through that war-devas-
tated island on the first leg of a long journey from manila to New york. 
he was on his way to the us military Academy at west point as the first 
filipino cadet after wwii, having won that one coveted “pensionado” 
(scholarship) slot through competitive exams. that trip took 12 days, 
with no airlines yet in operation, but only us Air force bucket-seat 
c-47s which had to island-hop due to their limited range.  literally, he 
"hitch-hiked on a space-available basis” on us military cargo planes.

in 1946, Guam was a community of quonset huts and tent instal-
lations, like most us military camps in the philippines after liberation.  
over the years since then, fvr was able to visit or transit through Guam, 
the last being in June 2005 or 12 years ago as the Guest of honor at 
the philippine independence day celebration in Agana (hagåtña), the 
capital. ironically, but fittingly, the us Government in Guam accorded 
special honor with a handsome monument to eminent filipinos like 

Apolinario mabini and 57 other revolutionary heroes who were exiled 
thereto in 1901 – having refused to take the oath of allegiance to the 
us  mabini and others were detained in Agana's Asan seaside district 
where he wrote la revolucion filipina, his seminal work recording 
filipino struggles towards independence and nationhood. much like 
thousands of filipino pioneers in Guam and the marianas, mabini and 
his compatriots endured hardships in a foreign land in the middle of 
the vast pacific, far away from their loved ones.

unsinkaBle guaM: us forwarD Defense. it was an eye-opener 
for me to see at that time Guam’s visible progress evidenced by new 
hotels and shopping centers. Amidst the anxieties of global recession, 
particularly the failure on the mainland of well-known American corpo-
rate giants, the people of Guam – even if they had not been spared the 
impacts of the us meltdown – continued to be cautiously optimistic. 
of its then 170,000 population, 45% were of filipino ancestry who 
constituted a swing-vote in territorial politics.  two significant factors 
were cited for their hopeful outlook:  (1) ongoing build-up of Guam as 
the new forward platform for us military power in the pacific, indian 
ocean, Arabian Gulf, and beyond, as far as Africa; and (2) anticipation 
of change and hope for a better future represented by the consolida-
tion of us military forces in the pacific.

very quietly, with little fanfare, the us was building up Guam as 
the key to its "forward defense" strategy to project American military 
power in the western pacific and indian ocean.  considered an "unsink-
able aircraft carrier," as the subic naval Base used to be known, Guam 
hosts the Apra Naval base and Andersen Air force base – now major 
components of the us pacific command (pacoM). compared to the 
traditional homeports of the us in california or hawaii, having a mili-
tary base on Guam results in much shortened transit times to Asia and 
beyond. the distance from Guam to manila is 1,700 miles, which is 2 
days sailing for a carrier battle group. but from san diego, manila is 9 
days away, while from honolulu, it takes 7 days sailing.  Analysts say, the 
1,300 miles between North korea and Guam is well within the range 
of its latest nuke-armed icbm. At that time, naval visionary alfred 
thayer Mahan and his disciples (who included theodore roosevelt, 
then Assistant Navy secretary and future us president) regarded the 
projection of American power into the western pacific and east Asia 
as crucial to us "forward defense" – and a powerful expression of 
America's "manifest destiny" as a global power.  Guam’s importance as 
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a strategic outpost was clear to American political leaders and military 
strategists since the 1890s.

aMerica’s Manifest Destiny. Mahan started from the assumption 
that America’s Atlantic coast was well-protected by friendly europeans 
(british and french), and that east Asia and the inner group of islands 
enclosing the china sea – Japan, taiwan, philippines, borneo, and 
sumatra – were occupied by peoples alien to the Americans ethnically, 
culturally, and politically. And so, it was most likely that an invasion of 
the American mainland would emanate from the pacific. Mahan and 
roosevelt also argued that if America were to overcome the tyranny of 
distance – and gain the capability to deploy us power westward – vitally 
needed was a string of coaling stations between california and east 
Asia where its warships could re-supply.  hence, washington annexed 
midway, pago-pago, and other islands. through roosevelt's influ-
ence, the us acquired Guam and the philippines in the treaty of paris, 
which ended the spanish-American war of 1898.  And, sure enough, 
Mahan's forecast of a deadly threat to America coming from the pacific 
became reality just 4 decades 
afterwards. in december 1941, 
feeling beleaguered, Japan 
launched a pre-emptive strike 
against America destroying the 
pacific fleet at pearl harbor and 
occupying the philippines and 
Guam, before us forces stopped 
Japan’s drive, short of midway.

focal point of us power. 
As a result of these develop-
ments, Guam’s overall value to 
American deployments towards 
Asia and the middle east has 
tremendously increased. 
Guam, more than honolulu, 
has become America’s farther 
secure base from which to 
implement its strategy of 
“forward defense” outward 
from the pacific. Not only has 
the island become the site of 
important bases of us pacific 
command.  washington has 
almost completed the process 
of making Guam the linchpin 
of its overall strategy to insure 
dominance in the western 
pacific and the indian ocean. 
Already, the build-up in Guam over the next 10 years is being billed 
as the largest of the us military. indeed, Guam is extremely critical to 
any American need to respond quickly to any sizeable natural disaster, 
civilian emergency or military crisis anywhere in Asia and all the way to 
east Africa – at a time when the us will continue to be regarded by the 
global community as the "guardian of freedom."

geopolitical scenario, 120 years later. Now, more than a 
century later, Mahan’s geopolitical blueprint still serves present-day 
pentagon doctrine. in east Asia, the us clings to air and land bases 
in south korea. moreover, it has existing mutual defense treaties with 
Japan, south korea, thailand, Australia, and philippines, and main-
tains a foothold in singapore. tensions are still palpable in the korean 
peninsula (where pyongyang now possesses an icbm-nuclear capa-
bility) even if regional anxieties may have diminished with the warming 
up between beijing and taipei on opposite sides of the taiwan straits. 
in the indian ocean and in southeast Asia’s strategic sea lanes with 

the oil regions of west Asia and the middle east, the navies of india, 
china, Japan and russia have been active in showing their flags. today, 
it is eyeball-to-eyeball between us president donald trump and Nokor 
leader kim Jong-un. with such a heightened state of tension, it won’t 
be easy for either side of the entire Asia-pacific for that matter to return 
back to a state of normalcy.

north korea Blinks (Last of Two Parts)

“North Korean leader Kim Jong-un said yesterday he would hold off 
on a planned missile strike near Guam, but warned the highly provoca-

tive move would go ahead in the event of further ‘reckless actions’ by 
Washington”  (Agence France Presse, 16-August-2017)

eight years ago, North korea's test on 25 may 2009 of a nuclear 
weapon, five times more powerful than its first-ever nuke-bomb 
(exploded last october 2006), threw the uN, us, Japan, china and 
other countries -- not the least south korea -- into a state of high alert 
and tension.

As reported by the 
Associated press (27-may-2009): 
"THE UN SECURITY COUNCIL 
SAID IT WAS A 'CLEAR VIOLATION' 
OF THE 2006 RESOLUTION 
BANNING NORTH KOREA 
FROM CONDUCTING NUCLEAR 
DEVELOPMENT, AND THAT IT 
WOULD WORK IMMEDIATELY TO 
TAKE STRONGER MEASURES."

us to DefenD asia.  
Accordingly, on 30-may-2009 in 
singapore, us defense secretary 
robert gates warned at the 
Annual summit of defense/
security ministers that a nuclear-
armed North korea would be 
unacceptable, while china 
called for calm, even as Japan 
and russia expressed justifiable 
alarm.

Gates said Nokor’s defiant 
acts could spark an arms race 
with serious consequences for 
Asia. “Our goal is complete and 
verifiable denuclearization of 
the Korean peninsula, and we 
will not accept North Korea as a 
nuclear state,” gates declared.  

reiterating the us commitment to defend Asian partners from attack, 
he added any transfer of nuclear weapons/materiel to other countries 
or “nonstate entities” (terrorists) would be a grave threat to the us and 
its allies.

coming from that timely security summit in singapore, secretary 
Gates pushed for united action among china, Japan, russia, south 
korea, and the us to "punish" North korea, and work out alternative 
measures in case cooperative efforts as called for by the uN fell short. 

At the epicenter of the threats and tensions is seoul, its surrounding 
industrial, financial, and transportation hubs – which were within the 
bombardment range of 12,000 hostile Nokor artillery pieces. on top 
of the intensified challenges from the north were two crisis situations 
converging upon beleaguered south korea back in 2009, namely:

1. economic recession that plunged the country, the world's 15th 
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largest exporter, into its deepest decline since the korean war; 
and

2. effective abrogation by North korea of the July 1953 armistice 
on the korean peninsula which guaranteed a ceasefire between 
the communist forces and uN allies.

august 2017 – north korea Blinks. “Some analysts suggested 
NoKor Leader Kim’s above-cited comments reported by Agence France 
Presse this week opened a possible path to de-escalating a growing crisis 
fuelled by bellicose words between US President Donald Trump and the 
North Korean leadership.”

their recent exchanges were focused on a North korean threat 
to fire a volley of four missiles over Japan toward the us territory of 
Guam (which hosts a number of strategic military bases).  the North’s 
official kcNA news agency said kim was briefed on the “plan for an 
enveloping fire at Guam” during his inspection on 14-August-2017 of 
the Nokor strategic force command in charge of his missile units.

Although kim said he would want to “watch a little more the foolish 
and stupid conduct of the yankees” before executing any order to blast 
south korea and Guam, experts claim that Nokor actually blinked 
and moved one step backward. the North korean announcement 
prompted subdued celebrations in Guam, where officials described 
themselves as “almost ecstatic that kim Jong-un has backed off.”

the heightened tension had again sparked global alarm, with 
world leaders including chinese president xi Jinping urging calm on 
both sides.  south korean president moon Jae-in had also weighed in, 
by saying that seoul would avoid a second korean war at all costs.

tensions have been mounting since the north tested two intercon-
tinental ballistic missiles last month, which appeared to bring much of 
the us within range.

Dfa:  the Micic initiative.  today, we live in an age of increased 
mobility with over 232 million international migrants worldwide. when 
conflicts or natural disasters erupt, migrants require special focused 
assistance. launched in 2014, the Migrants in countries in crisis 
(Micic) initiative co-chaired by the us and the philippines developed 
the guidelines to protect migrants in countries experiencing conflict 
or natural disasters.

thus, the Department of foreign affairs (Dfa) and Department of 
labor and employment (Dole) of the philippine Government jointly 
adopted a crisis alert system, which today serves as the basis for emer-
gency repatriation and deployment restrictions.  on consultation with 
the Department of health (Doh), dfA may impose crisis alert levels in 
times of pandemics and other medical hazards.  in accordance with the 
established protocols on international relations, these crisis Alert levels, 
with their respective indicators and deployment status, are:

Alert level 1 (precautionary phase):  issued when there are valid 
signs of internal disturbance, instability, and/or external threat to the 
host country. filipinos are alerted to take necessary precautions.

Alert level 2 (restriction phase):  issued if there are threats to the 
life, security and property of filipinos arising from internal disturbance, 
instability, and/external threat.  filipinos are instructed to restrict non-
essential movements, avoid public places, and prepare for evacuation.  
dole only allows returning overseas filipino workers (ofws), with 
existing employment contracts, or a group of ofws under special 
circumstances, to go back to their host country.

Alert level 3 (voluntary repatriation):  issued when violent 
disturbances or external aggression occur in a limited area.  overseas 
filipinos are enjoined to return to the philippines upon employers’, or 
if not possible, government’s expense.  dole shall impose absolute 
deployment ban.

Alert level 4 (mandatory repatriation):  issued when there is a 
large-scale internal conflict or full-blown external attack.  the philippine 
Government shall undertake mandatory evacuation procedures.

the philippine consulate in Agana (hagåtña) headed by conGen 
Marciano de Borja had placed its personnel on an “Alert level 1” 
(precautionaly phase), as if for a storm warning in the pacific.

Defense reaDiness conDitions. on the other hand, the military 
in Guam and also the territorial civilian government could be subject 
to various readiness condition (defcoN) levels, namely:

defcoN 1 – cocked pistol; Nuclear war imminent; maximum 
readiness.

defcoN 2 – fAst pAce; Next step to nuclear war; Armed forces 
ready to deploy and engage in less than 6 hours.

defcoN 3 – rouNd house; increase in force readiness above 
that required for normal readiness; Air force ready to mobilize in 15 
minutes.

defcoN 4 – double tAke; increased intelligence watch and 
strengthened security measures; above normal readiness.

defcoN 5 – fAde out; lowest state of readiness; Normal readiness.

lockeD anD loaDeD:  presiDent truMp. last 13-August-2017, 
reuters reported: “us president donald trump, vacationing at his 
bedminster, New Jersey Golf resort, again referred to North korea’s 
leader in his latest bellicose remarks. ‘military solutions are now fully in 
place, locked and loaded, should North korea act unwisely.’ ‘hopefully 
kim Jong-un will find another path!’ trump wrote on twitter.

the term ‘locked and loaded,’ popularized in the 1949 war film 
‘sands of iwo Jima’ starring American actor John wayne, refers to prep-
arations for shooting a gun.  in basic military parlance, “locked and 
loaded,” means one’s machine gun, bazooka, rifle or pistol is “ready to 
fire.”

in remarks to reporters after meeting with us secretary of state 
rex tillerson and us Ambassador to the united Nations nikky haley, 
trump said the situation with North korea was ‘very dangerous’ and it 
will not continue. 

the pentagon said the us and south korea would proceed as 
planned with a joint military exercise in 10 days, an action sure to 
further antagonize North korea. china, russia and Germany for their 
part, voiced dismay at the war of words between pyongyang and 
washington. trump, who had pressed china to help rein in its ally 
North korea, spoke with chinese president xi Jinping by phone on 
12-August-2017, with the two leaders reiterating their commitment 
to denuclearize the korean peninsula, and agreed North korea must 
stop its provocative behavior (white house statement). trump and 
xi also agreed that the recent adoption of a united Nations security 
council resolution imposing additional sanctions on North korea 
was an important step towards achieving peace and stability on the 
peninsula.

china’s state media said xi told trump the North korean Nuclear 
issue required a peaceful resolution through talks and urged the 
‘relevant side’ to exercise restraint, avoiding words or actions that raise 
tension.

North korea indeed blinked, but “saved face” by again warning of 
future blast

    

Please send any comments to fvr@rpdev.org. Copies of articles are available at 
www.rpdev.org.
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Crowdsourced Bathymetry:  
Supporting Progress or Threatening 

Security
by LCDR Carter S. Luma-Ang

for the past few decades, the world experienced a big shift on 
how information is gathered and disseminated. the internet 
became a connection which is virtually unlimited. today, it is 

norm to have free information – something which is uncommon during 
the days prior to the conception of the internet. Almost every informa-
tion is already posted in the world wide web and can be downloaded 
for free. the national Mapping and resource information authority 
(naMria), which is the central mapping agency of the Government of 
the philippines (eo 192), has also followed the step towards free infor-
mation by designing and maintaining the philippine Geoportal. users 
can browse or search geospatial data and download them through the 
Geoportal. they can also share their data by uploading it through the 
same portal. previous to the philippine Geoportal, hydrographic data 
and paper charts are only given for a fee even for other government 
agencies. Nowadays, almost every sector is providing free information.

Aside from being the central mapping agency, naMria is also 
the National hydrographic office of the country. it is the agency 
representing the Government of the philippines in the international 
hydrographic organization (iho) which is based in monaco and its 
regional group east asia hydrographic commission (eahc). the 
iho is an intergovernmental consultative and technical organization 
that was established in 1921 to support safety of navigation and the 
protection of the marine environment (www.iho.int). the official repre-
sentative of each member Government/state within the iho or its 

regional group is normally the National hydrographer or the head of 
the National hydrographic office.

currently, naMria is the only government agency of the 
philippines conducting hydrographic survey to produce nautical 
charts. it is responsible for the survey of all philippine waters such as 
the Archipelagic waters, territorial sea, and the exclusive economic 
zone (eez). hydrographic survey includes among others bathymetric 
survey, coastline topographic survey and physical oceanographic 
observations. bathymetry as defined by the iho hydrographic 
dictionary is “the determination of ocean depths” (p. 23). the same 
dictionary defines hydrography as “that branch of applied science 
which deals with the measurement and description of the physical 
features of the navigable portion of the earth's surface and adjoining 
coastal areas, with special reference to their use for the purpose of 
navigation” (p. 108). with the limited resources of the government, 
not all of the philippine waters have been surveyed accurately. only 
25% of the philippine waters below 200 meters have been adequately 
surveyed (iho c-55, 2016, p. 355). the remaining 75% either need 
resurvey or have never been surveyed. Areas deeper than 200 meters 
are also similarly not surveyed sufficiently. only 30% of waters more 
than 200 meters deep have been surveyed (iho c-55, 2016, p. 355).

the situation of the philippines is not different from the global 
condition. in the 2017 input to part i of the report of the uN secretary 
General on oceans and law of the sea, iho stated that “less than 15% 
of the depths of ocean waters (>200 metres) have been measured 
directly and about 50% of the coastal waters (<200 metres) remain 
unsurveyed” (p. 1). thus, the statement “mankind has higher resolu-
tion maps of the moon and mars than for most of the seas and oceans” 
(input to the report of the uN secretary General on oceans and law 
of the sea, 2013, p. 1). 

will there be problems if the majority of philippine waters is not 
surveyed accurately?

maritime transport is critical in world trade. it is very impor-
tant for an archipelagic state like the philippines whose goods are 

Figure 1. Surveyed area using multibeam system.  Note: The colored areas were 
surveyed using multibeam systems. The image was adapted from the Hydrographic 
Data Management Section of the Hydrography Branch, NAMRIA.

Figure 2. Multibeam Bathymetric Surveys

Note. Bathymetric surveys are focused on sea lanes (colored green). Beyond 
those areas, they are virtually unsurveyed accurately. The image was adapted from 
https://maps.ngdc.noaa.gov/viewers/bathymetry/.
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transported among its islands, almost all through maritime trans-
port. the international Maritime organization (iMo) international 
shipping facts and figures – information resources on trade, safety, 
security, environment (2012) stated, “it is generally accepted that more 
than 90% of global trade is carried by sea” (p.7).

there are almost two 
million seafarers and over a 
hundred thousand of ships 
travelling around the globe. 
“As at december 2010, today‘s 
world fleet of propelled 
sea-going merchant ships 
of no less than 100 Gt 
comprises 104,304 ships of 
1,043,081,509 million Gt with 
an average age of 22 years; 
they are registered in over 
150 nations and manned 
by 1.5 million seafarers of 
virtually every nationality” 
(international shipping facts 
and figures - information 
resources on trade, safety, 
security, environment, 2012, 
p.9). the figure does not even 
include small vessels used 
for recreation or small-scale 
activities.

with the increasing 
number of seaborne trade, 
there is also an increasing 

need for a more accurate seafloor mapping. Accurate mapping is a 
prerequisite to producing a nautical chart. despite the increase in mari-
time activities, many hydrographic offices have claimed that national 
hydrographic survey activities are being reduced because of conflicting 
priorities of their government. in order to supplement the survey 
conducted by national hydrographic offices, the iho has suggested 
that crowdsourced bathymetry be encouraged and promoted by all 
stakeholders in its input to the secretary General to the uN (2017, p. 4). 
crowdsourced bathymetry (csB), as defined by the iho website is a 
collection of depth measurements from vessels, using standard naviga-
tion instruments, while engaged in routine maritime operations.

As a member of the iho and eahc, NAmriA is mandated to abide by 
iho and eahc rules and regulations. with the recommendation of iho 
for all member states to adopt csB, philippines might have no choice 
but allow it inside its waters. the concept of csB allows virtually anyone 
to have an echo-sounder on his vessel and gather bathymetric data. 
permission of the coastal state may not be sought. in crowdsourcing, 
anyone can survey and anyone is also allowed to view the data. in other 
words, bathymetric data will be free and available to anyone.

implication

free bathymetric data through crowdsourcing is definitely a good 
source of supplemental data for the safety of navigation. it is also bene-
ficial to the scientific community to further explore and exploit the sea. 
however, the unique situation of the philippines makes it uncertain 
whether such bathymetric crowdsourcing brings more benefit than 
harm. if bathymetric crowdsourcing is allowed, there is no reason for 
the coastal state to stop other states to collect bathymetric data using 
their own equipment. this freedom may bring forth problems specially 
when the data is collected by unfriendly forces. it cannot be denied 
that the philippines and its waters is a strategic location for both aerial 
and maritime warfare. this may be the reason military why hegemons 
like us and china are conducting hydrographic surveys within and 
around the philippine waters.

in early 2017, news broke out about chinese vessels conducting 
hydrographic survey in philippine waters. steven stashwick, in his 
article in the diplomat (2017) pointed out, “detailed hydrographic 
information of the area would be critical to helping china’s subma-
rines evade u.s. efforts to find them.” several tv reports in 2017 have 
shown that chinese military vessels have been spotted as far as east of 
surigao conducting what appears to be hydrographic survey. earlier 
in 2016, china's Navy seized an American underwater drone near the 
coast of the philippines. unwillingly, the philippines seems to be exam-
ined and planned by the hegemons as a venue for naval warfare.

the philippines must study whether it will benefit by allowing csB 
within its waters. it may have a hard time determining whether hydro-
graphic survey activities conducted by foreign vessels are for safety of 
navigation which is allowed under the uNclos or for other purposes. it 
is easy for vessels of foreign origin to conduct bathymetric survey for their 
military use but pretend to be as csB. despite the limited capability of the 

Figure 3. Maritime Routes for Passengers and 
Cargo.  Note. The colored areas represent the 
maritime lanes used for transport of passengers 
and cargoes among the islands of the Philippines. 
The image was adapted from the Hydrographic 
Data Management Section of the Hydrography 
Branch using 2015 PPA Data, NAMRIA.

Figure 4. International Seaborne Trade.  Note. The left column is expressed in 
millions of tons. The seaborne trade in 1980 was less than 4 Billion Tons. It grew 
to more than 10 Billion Tons in 2015.  The image was adapted from Review of 
Maritime Transport, 2016, p. 7.

Figure 5. Crowdsourced Bathymetry (CSB) Diagram.  Note:  Data are uploaded at the 
mariner’s convenience and can be viewed in real-time by anyone with a viewer. Adapted 
from PowerPoint Presentation Overcoming the Lack of Hydrographic Data (n.d.).
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philippine government, it may be wise that csB should still be regulated 
considering the position of the philippine islands as a good location for 
both defensive and offensive attacks in times of war in the pacific area.

it will not take long before csB goes into mainstream. the iho 
has already composed a crowdsourced bathymetry working Group 
(csbwG), comprising representatives from national hydrographic 
offices, academia, and industry. last June 2015, the terms of reference 
for the csbwG was approved by the iho inter-regional coordinating 
committee in mexico city. Also, csB must be defined accurately to 
eliminate issues with the provisions of uNclos. Article 19 of uNclos 
that “passage of a foreign ship shall be considered to be prejudicial to 
the peace, good order or security of the coastal state if in the territo-
rial sea it engages in any of the following activities: …(j) the carrying 
out of research or survey activities” (1982). clearly, the provision covers 
survey activities such as bathymetric activities.

this is the right time for our lawmakers to pass the Maritime Zones 
Bill which is long overdue. the bill may not directly answer whether csB 
be allowed or not but it will limit the movement of foreign vessels within 
the philippine waters. without definite sea lanes, navigators may claim 
that their route are generally accepted and can conduct hydrographic 
survey for military purposes in the guise of crowdsourced bathymetry.

crowdsourced bathymetry was conceptualized to support hydro-
graphic activities with the ultimate goal of protecting life and property 
during navigation at sea. free information improves efficiency and 
cost effectiveness of national hydrographic offices. however, we must 
also ensure that free information such as csB should not be prejudicial 
to the interest of the coastal state.
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Meet PCG's New 
Officer-in-Charge
co m m o d o r e 

Joel sars-
iban garcia 

pcg, phD, hD, al-haj is 
a graduate of the philip-
pine merchant marine 
Academy (pmmA) 
and took up bachelor 
of science in marine 
transportation, major 
in Navigational science. 
he is currently taking 
up bachelor of laws, 
facultad de derecho 
civil, royal & pontifical 
at the university of 
santo tomas. he is a 
doctor of philosophy in 
public Administration 
and a doctor of humanities. he earned his masters of science degree 
in maritime safety Administration (msc. msA) from the world mari-
time university, malmo, sweden; master in shipping and business 
management (msbm), pmmA and is a licensed master mariner. pres-
ently, he is the officer-in-charge of the philippine coast guard.

in addition to his current position, he is the National director of 
the National coast watch center (Ncwc) and commander of the 
coast Guard education and training command (cGetc).  he likewise 
commanded major units of the pcG. Among these are: coast Guard 
weapons, communications, electronics and information system 
command (cGwceis); coast Guard district National capital region 
– central luzon (cGdNcr-cl); marine environmental protection 
command (mepcom); coast Guard district bicol and port state control 
office, coast Guard station manila. he was also entrusted with posi-
tions in the pcG such as Assistant chief of staff for personnel (cG-1), 
for vessel safety (cG-8), marine environmental protection (cG-9); 
flag secretary for hpcG, public information officer, student officer to 
sweden, training officer, course director, and Admin/logistics officer 
for the philippine Navy hq ready force. he commanded three coast 
Guard search and rescue vessels which are the primary ship for opera-
tions of the coast Guard namely: brp pampanga (sArv 003) where 
he earned the most coveted command-At-sea-badge, brp kalinga 
(Ae-89) and brp palawan (pG-64).

commo Garcia had advance coast guard training on courses such 
as the marine environmental protection in the korean research and 
development institute (kordi) in Ansan, south korea and instructor 
course on international maritime law enforcement at the united 
states coast Guard (uscG). he attended seminars abroad concerning 
safety of life at sea and protection of the marine environment in 
finland, sweden, denmark, singapore, london, Germany, canada, 
indonesia, Japan, hongkong, and Norway.

fully decorated, commo Garcia has earned various awards and 
decorations from the pcG and Armed forces of the philippines (Afp) in 
recognition of his outstanding performances in the coast Guard and 
Naval service. 
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First Remotely Operated Commercial 
Vessel Demonstrated in Copenhagen

by Marine Satellite Communications, The Digital Ship (20-June-2017)

rolls-royce and towage operator svitzer have successfully 
demonstrated what they claim to be the world’s first remotely 
operated commercial vessel in copenhagen harbour, denmark.

one of svitzer´s tugs, the 28m svitzer hermod, safely conducted a 
number of remotely controlled maneuvers, operated from the quay side 
in copenhagen harbour by the vessel’s captain, stationed at the ship’s 
remote base at svitzer headquarters.  the captain used the remote-
control system to berth the vessel alongside the quay, before continuing 
on to complete undocking maneuvers, including a 360-degree turn, and 
piloted the vessel to the svitzer headquarters before docking again.

the companies say they have also signed an agreement to continue 
their cooperation to test further remote and autonomous operations for 
vessels. the primary systems involved will be autonomous navigation, 
situational awareness, remote control centre and communication.

“Disruption through innovation is happening in almost every industry 
and sector and technology will also be transforming the maritime industry. 
As the largest global towage company, Svitzer is actively engaging in 
projects that allow us to explore innovative ways to improve the safety and 
efficiency of towage operations to benefit our customers and our crews,” 
said kristian Brauner, chief technology officer, svitzer.

“With its direct impact on our customer performance, operational cost 
and environmental footprint, vessel efficiency remains a main driver now 
and going forward. We are proud to be partnering with Rolls-Royce in this 
high-level research and development of systems for remote operation.” 

Brauner added.

the svitzer hermod, a robert allan ship design, was built in turkey 
at the sanmar yard in 2016. it is equipped with a rolls-royce dynamic 
positioning system, which is the key link to the remote-controlled 
system. the vessel also features a range of sensors, which combine 
different data inputs using specialized software to give the captain an 
enhanced awareness of the vessel and its surroundings. the data is 
transmitted to a remote operating centre (roc) from where the captain 
controls the vessel.

instead of copying existing wheelhouse designs, the roc was 
constructed based on feedback from experienced captains, following 
their suggestions on where to place different system components for 
optimum accessibility and performance.

“It was an honor to be present at what I believe was a world’s first 
and a genuinely historic moment for the maritime industry,” said Mikael 
Makinen, president, rolls-royce – marine. “we’ve been saying for a 
couple of years that a remotely operated commercial vessel would be 
in operation by the end of the decade. thanks to a unique combina-
tion of svitzer’s operational knowledge and our technological expertise, 
we have made that vision a reality much sooner than we anticipated,” 
makinen added.

throughout the demonstration the vessel also had a fully qualified 
captain and crew on board to ensure safe operation in the event of a 
system failure. 
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BISON C-Lift P32 Creates New 
Container Logistics Possibilities

b ison, the container tech company, this week launched 
the c-lift p32, a portable container lift system that equips 
shipping, logistics and military operators to lift containers 

in any location.

recognizing that conventional container handling equipment is 
typically big, heavy and expensive, Bison has introduced a compact, 
portable and more economic alternative aimed at extending the 
benefits of intermodal logistics to new frontiers. the p32 is easily 
transported between sites, sets up in minutes and allows containers 
of all sizes and weights up to 32 tons (70,000 lb) to be lifted on and off 
trailers safely and efficiently.

“A big challenge if you want to lift containers outside of a freight 
hub is finding suitable equipment to do the job,” says greg fahey, 
Bison’s ceo. “so often, the size or weight of the container, space 
restrictions on site, or simply a lack of suitable equipment in the area, 
mean that cargo movements are compromised or costs are unreason-
ably high.”

Bison developed the p32 to solve this problem and sees the p32 as 
opening up a range of new possibilities for container freight and logistics.

importers and exporters can lift and ground containers more 
economically in factories or warehouses. this can allow container 

stuffing or unloading in better locations. or ease the pressure of live 
loading and chassis detention costs. 

military, aid and project logistics operators can use the p32 to get 
containers in and out of remote locations more easily, avoiding reliance 
on local infrastructure. Bison is also fielding interest from construc-
tion and removals firms, wanting a mobile solution for delivering and 
collecting full containers at construction and urban sites.

A key part of the p32 design is Bison’s patent pending lift and lock 
mechanism, which reduces the size of the hydraulic system consider-
ably, but still enables heavy containers to be elevated 65 inches off the 
ground. this in turn reduces the size, weight and cost of the system.

“the novelty of the p32 is its unique combination of portability, lift 
capacity and price,” says Greg fahey. “in these respects, it’s a world first 
for container handling equipment.”

established in New zealand in 2014, Bison Group limited is a fast-
growing tech company offering a unique range of container lifting and 
weighing solutions to the shipping and logistics industries. bisoN’s 
revolutionary container scales, have quickly propelled the company 
onto the world stage. bisoN's hardware is now in use in over 25 
countries. Notable customers include nasa, the us airforce, virgin 
galactic, and emirates team new Zealand.  
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Philippine Register of Shipping 
Safety Drive

the philippine register of shipping (prs), the country’s 
first and largest classification society, has embarked on a 
rebranding while expanding its services to support its aim of 

safer shipping and increase its client base in the growing domestic fleet.

engr. william hernandez, president of philippine register of 
shipping (prs), says the service expansion is to meet the demand from 
the changing maritime landscape in the philippines and is a response 
to the call for safer ships in the country. engr. hernandez has noticed 
the growing vessel maintenance demand from the increasing vessel 
tonnage in the domestic shipping market.

the original prs, which only 
provided classification services, 
has now splintered into two 
separate companies, namely 
the prs technical services inc. 
and prs quality assurance inc. 
the prs tech services provides 
third party inspection for ship-
owners, shipmanagers, cargo 
and hull underwriters and p&i 
clubs. the quality Assurance 
subsidiary renders third party 
quality assurance certification 
for ship managers, shipowners 
and suppliers services and 
equipment.

According to engr. hernandez, 
the nation’s Maritime industry 
authority (Marina) has 

enforced the rules on partition and damage stability requirements for 
philippine-registered domestic ships and the imposition outlines the 
requirements of an iMo solas provision that are based on the proba-
bilistic concept, using the probability of survival as measured of ships 
safety in a damage condition. the implementation of its rule required 
powerful analytic stability calculations from shipping companies.

“there’s a strong push at present to strengthen the maritime safety 
regime in the philippines, especially with the reissuance of mAriNA 
circular that benchmarks best practices with other maritime nations 
like Japan and china, which may lead to a philippine government 
single class,” says engr. hernandez. the southeast Asian nation has one 
of the poorest maritime safety records in the world.

PRS President Engr. William B. 
Hernandez

engr. hernandez reckons one of the major challenge prs is facing 
is the need to reinforce with shipowners the concern of proper main-
tenance of their vessels, where safety of the ship, cargo, crew and 
passengers are of paramount importance.

Another challenge, according to hernandez, is the cut-throat 
competition that the other domestic classification societies are 
employing.

“table-top survey is being carried out and certificates issued at 
bargain prices. this means class certificates are being issued without 
any inspection carried out to determine the actual condition of the 
vessel. vessels in a very dismal condition and considered no longer 
fit for their intended purpose are being given full term certificates 
without any recommendation or any repairs being done, which is an 
unacceptable business practice that the other domestic classification 
societies are employing,” engr. hernandez says.

“for the short and medium term goal, prs wants to achieve its goal 
to be the single classification society in the philippines whose stand-
ards are at par with those of iAcs.  through this, we will also achieve 
the preferred class status that will ensure the implementation of the 
safety of the philippines fleet,” engr. hernandez concludes.  
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transas has introduced a new survival craft simulator (scs) 
to prepare crew for the multitude of possible scenarios that 
can occur during lifeboat drills, aiming to address one of the 

most notorious sources of accidents in shipping without exposing 
personnel to physical danger.  

effective survival craft training is essential to prepare crew for 
a disaster at sea but practical lifeboat drills have a troubling track 
record for causing fatalities. by shifting some elements of training to 
a simulated environment, the risks are minimized and the crew can 
focus on the procedures that will increase safety when operating the 
real lifeboat equipment in an emergency.

imo expert investigations have focused mainly on the complex 
quick-release hooks that typically suspend enclosed lifeboats from 
their davits, which are designed to hold tons of mass securely for years 
at a time and then come free quickly when the lifeboat is lowered. the 
maritime safety committee expects new guidelines to enter into force 
on 1 January 2020, addressing longstanding issues including the need 
for uniform and documented standards for hook servicing.

however, the failure to follow correct procedures and the lack of 
proper training have also been cited as contributory factors in incidents. 
the transas survival craft simulator allows such training to be conducted 
either at a training centre or on-board in a benign environment, allowing 
trainees to learn essential procedures, such as the preparation of survival 
craft, its launch and boarding, but without the risk.

Transas Survival Craft Simulator 
Eliminates Drill Risks

At the heart of the new simulator is a highly detailed virtual 
model of a totally enclosed davit-launched, self-righting lifeboat. it is 
supported by a functional model to simulate the hook-release gear, 
wire lashings and gripes, and for boat securing onto a davit. instruction 
on using the release handle, a safety pin, and hydrostatic interlock level 
can be delivered either virtually or with a physical device connected to 
the simulator. 

“No one doubts the importance of effective survival craft training,” 
said frank coles, transas chief executive officer. “Guidance issued 
by insurers reaffirms that crew should be capable of operating life-
boat systems and understanding the mechanics and procedures, but 
training itself cannot be the source of risk. the majority of the mari-
time industry stakeholders still have some way to go to fully embrace 
the use of simulation to enhance and improve competency in ship-
board operations. this tool is further evidence of that competence can 
be raised safely and efficiently without endangering lives. the time 
for platitudes is over; resources and recurrent training save lives and 
enhance safety.”

survival craft simulator was created to function under transas 
Academy, the seafarer competency development component of 
thesis. in the future, this oversight will enable data collected during 
exercises to feed into and inform other aspects of vessel and fleet 
operation.  
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Just 16 of the world’s largest ships are still producing as much 
sulphur pollution as all the world’s cars! so, what’s the key to 
‘green shipping’? how do we reduce fuel consumption & emis-

sions? here we share the top 5 technologies that the largest shipping 
companies across the globe are using to dramatically reduce the envi-
ronmental impact of their operations, and in so doing, also boost profits!

air lubrication: reducing friction to create energy-saving effects

Air lubrication systems use bubble technology to decrease resist-
ance between the hull of the ship and the water. bubble technology 
works by supplying air to the ship’s underside in order to create a layer 
of tiny bubbles. with the optimum ship hull design, the air lubrication 
system is expected to achieve up to 15% reduction of co2 emissions, 
along with large fuel savings too. vessels that are wide-bodied, slow-
moving and have a small draft, such as heavy lift and module carriers, 
typically benefit the most from these systems.

A great example of air lubrication systems is a project run by the finnish 
naval architect and engineering company, foreship. foreship oversaw the 
successful design and installation of its own air lubrication system (Als) in 
2015 on its ships built by meyer werft. the system’s installation meant that 
propulsive power could be reduced, and that when the ships were oper-
ating at cruising speeds, a net fuel saving equivalent to 7-8% was achieved. 
foreship says a final evaluation of performance is still ongoing, but the 
company believes an overall net fuel saving within a defined speed range 
and set of conditions can be confirmed at roughly 5%!

nanotechnology: the multi-functional fuel treatment 
that’s revolutionizing fuel efficiency

Nanotechnology fuel treatment uses a multi-functional fuel addi-
tive, which contains a molecular catalyst that ensures maximum fuel 
efficiency. the additive can also reduce engine wear, meaning the time 

between maintenance can be extended: particles work on existing 
carbon build-up within the engine to effectively blast away residue.

Nanox™ from martek marine is one of the most exciting nanotech-
nology fuel treatments to hit the market and it’s being used by some 
of the largest shipping companies across the globe, including; yang 
ming, NsNc kazmortransflot & pdz malaysia.

Nano-clusters to improve viscosity by more than 30% for an 
improved fuel/air mix: boosting engine power by more than 10%. 
enhanced fuel atomization in the tank & injectors offers over 7% fuel 
savings and micro-explosions in the cylinders enable more complete 
combustion, lowering emissions by 25% and enabling savings on 
c02 tax too. Nano-catalysts remove carbon deposits and prevent 
future build-up, diminishing engine wear to reduce maintenance and 
spares costs.

reducing a ships fuel consumption using propeller technology

5 Eco-Friendly Ways  
to Reduce Your Ship’s Fuel 

Consumption and Emissions
by Jess Penny, Martek Marine

 marine saFety ship design & shipbuilding
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one of the most efficient ways to optimize a vessel is through the 
use of energy saving propellers in combination with a rudder bulb. 
whether an engine is driven by liquid or gaseous fuels, this increases 
the efficiency of a vessel by up to 10%. in a similar vein, hyundai heavy 
industries (hhi) has used an energy-saving device called hi-fiN joined 
to the hub of the ship propeller, which generates swirls in the water 
that offset the water movement generated by the propeller, therefore 
improving propulsion efficiency. hhi has secured orders of hi-fiN for 
over 30 ships to date, and the company expects more orders now that 
it can install the device on broader types of ships from lNG carriers, to 
vlcc, lpG carriers and containerships.

introducing a bulbous bow to reduce wave-making resistance

maersk lines have recently reported fuel savings of over 5 percent 
by making some strategic modifications to their ships’ bows, to offer 
improved performance. the new bulbous bow design reduces wave-
making resistance by producing its own wave system that is out of 
phase with the bow wave from the hull, creating a reduction in resist-
ance made by the waves.

volume, vertical extension of the centre of volume, longitudinal 
extension and shape, are all elements considered in the design. the 
characteristics of the bow must be carefully balanced with the shape of 
the entrance and the transition towards the forward shoulder and bilge.

it’s not all plain sailing! bulbs are most effective at a specific 
speed-length ratio and draft. changes in speed and draft significantly 
change the wave created, meaning that reductions in draft or speed 
can actually lead to increases in resistance and this being the case, 
compromises in the bulb design are often needed to provide good 
performance over the expected range of operating drafts and speeds.

Dc grid power distribution: matching power to the vessel’s 
needs

reducing fuel consumption, noise and a ships environmental 
impact, are all possible thanks to an onboard dc Grid system. by 
ensuring the engine runs at varied speeds for ultimate fuel efficiency 
at each load level, fuel consumption can be dramatically reduced. in 
fact, recent tests using dc Grid power distribution on myklebusthaug 
offshore’s platform supply vessel dina star, showed reduced fuel 
consumption, in addition to 30 percent engine room noise reduction, 
leading to improved working conditions aboard the vessel.

martek marine provides the disruptive innovators behind some of 
the most talked about maritime technology -including Nanox™- that 
drastically improves ships’ performance. 

+63(46)4724685
info@commodore.com.ph
http://www.commodore.com.ph
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Maritime Solutions Inc .
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ALUSAFE 2000

PRODUCT SHEET                  

ALUSAFE 2000

Technical data:
Overall length: 20 metres 
Length hull: 19,45 metres 
Breadth extreme: 5,6 metres 
Breadth hull: 5,0 metres
Draught: 0,9 metres 
Weight empty: 23 500 kg 
Max speed: 30-35 knots 

Engine:
Std: 2x 900-1 100 HP 
Alt: Other approved engines 

Propulsion:
Std: Waterjet 
Alternative: Propeller

Materials
Hull made of marine aluminium.
Superstructure made of GRP/sandwich with 
aluminium as an option.
The fender is made of special foam, and 
protected with tailor-made PVC cover. 

The ALUSAFE 2000 is intended for Sea Rescue and patrol, emergency 
response and inspection, personnel transport or other utility Services.

Designed for use in extremely heavy weather, the fully planning deep V bottom preserves the 
sea keeping characteristics of the Alusafe range while providing speed and manoeuvrability.  

The fuel-oil capacity of the vessel provides for an operation Range of abt. 400 N. Miles, and 
thus makes it possible to operate as far as 100-200 N. Miles off the Coastline.

Maritime Partner AS // + 47 70 17 15 65  // offi ce@maritime-partner.com  // www.maritime-partner.com

Quality high performance 
defence / pilot / patrol / SAR / 
offshore aluminum workboats 
from Maritime Partner AS

Custom and ready-made 38’ to 
100’ monohull / catamaran / 
trimaran FRP interisland ferry 
boats ranging from 36 to 200 pax.

Routinary dry-docking services 
& repair; Equipment installation, 
maintenance repair & restoration 
services

Turn-key and custom marine 
materials handling equipment 
(davits, cranes, winches, etc)

Custom and ready-made FRP 
cruising / speed / recreation / 
leisure boats using the latest 
composite technologies.

Naval Architecture & Marine 
Engineering using advanced 3D 
CAD/CAM software tools
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Seahorses in the Philippines
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

there are 54 species worldwide of marine fishes called the 
seahorse belonging to the genus Hippocampus, of which 14 
species are known to live in southeast Asian waters, and 10 

species are known to inhabit philippine waters. "hippocampus" comes 
from two ancient Greek words, hippos meaning "horse," and kampos 
meaning "sea monster." the seahorse has a head and neck with an 
equine appearance, but the seahorse has a segmented bony armor, an 
upright posture, and a curled tail. According to project seahorse, the 10 
known seahorse species in the philippines are: H. barbouri (barbour’s 
seahorse), H. bargibanti (bargibant’s pygmy seahorse), H. comes (tiger-
tail seahorse), H. denise (denise’s pygmy seahorse), H. histrix (thorny 
seahorse), H. kelloggi (kellogg’s seahorse), H. kuda (yellow seahorse), 
H. pontohi (pontoh’s pygmy seahorse), H. spinosissimus (hedgehog 
seahorse), and H. trimaculatus (three-spot seahorse).

habitat. the seahorse is mainly found in shallow tropical and 
temperate waters throughout the world, and lives in sheltered 
areas such as seagrass beds, estuaries, coral reefs, or mangroves. 
the seahorse, in most likelihood, would be found resting with their 
prehensile tail. this means its tail seizes, grasps, or winds around a 
stationary plant or corral.

Description. in the philippines, seahorse heights range from 1.3 cm of 
the tiny H. severnsi, to 28 cm of the large H. kelloggi (lourie & kuiter 2008). 
the seahorse has a flexible bent neck, long snouted head, crown-like 
spine or horn on its head called a coronet, followed by a trunk and tail. 
Although the seahorse is a bony fish, complete with gills, fins, and an 
exoskeleton, it does not have scales. it has a thin skin stretched over a 
series of bony plates, which are arranged in rings throughout its body. its 
long snout is used to suck up food, and its eyes can move independently 
of each other. the seahorse is adroit at camouflage and has the ability 
to change colors, and grow or reabsorb spiny thorns to blend with their 
habitat. the pygmy species has a lifespan of about 1 year, while the 
larger species average between 3-5 years.

According to project seahorse, the seahorses in the philippines 
can be broadly grouped as:  spiny, smooth, or pygmy.

 � spiny seahorses. 4 species – H. barbouri, H. histrix, H. comes, H. 
spinosissimus. H. barbouri is found in cuyo island, zamboanga, 
Negros occidental, malapascua, and Negros oriental. H. histrix 
is found in northwestern bohol, batangas, puerto Galera, tablas 
strait, romblon, cebu strait, Negros oriental, davao, iloilo, puerto 
princesa, and Jagna. H. spinosissimus is found in cavite, danajon 
bank, puerto Galera, and malapascua. H. comes is found in north-
western bohol, tablas strait, northern masbate, bantayan, malapa-
scua, moalboal, sogod bay, Negros oriental, iloilo, Gingoog bay, 
sama island, bien unido, eastern samar, iloilo, leyte, masbate, 
quezon, sorsogon, surigao del Norte, and zambales.

 � smooth seahorses. 3 species – H. kelloggi, H. kuda, H. trimacu-
latus. H. kelloggi is found in bohol, daanbantayan, Jolo, Negros 
oriental. H. kuda is found in danajon bank, Aparri, bantayan 
island, moalboal, masinloc, samal island, iloilo, lanao del Norte, 
Negros oriental, puerto Galera, sarangani, and zambales. H. 
trimaculatus is found in bohol.

 � pygmy seahorses. 3 species – H. bargibanti, H. denise, H. pontohi 
& severnsi – are so tiny but well camouflaged. H. bargibanti is 
found in batangas, malapascua, mactan, Anda, cabilao, panglao, 
samal island, puerto Galera, masbate, romblon, and Negros 
oriental.  H. denise is found in tablas strait, romblon pass, 
malapascua, moalboal, cebu strait, cabilao, panglao, and samal 
island. H. pontohi & severnsi are found in romblon and bohol.

latest Discovery. in 2013, two rare seahorses were discovered near 
romblon. these are the weedy pygmy seahorse (H. pontohi) and 
severn’s pygmy seahorse (H. severnsi). the zoological society of 
london’s project seahorse verified both as the first record of these 
species in the philippine waters. however, since they are very similar in 
features and differ only in color, project seahorse therefore considers H. 
severnsi as a synonym species to H. pontohi. the weedy pygmy seahorse 
is one the smallest seahorses at 1.4cm, just a tad bigger than severn’s 
pygmy seahorse at 1.3cm, which is smaller than a peso coin.   

speed. the seahorse is a poor swimmer. it swims upright, not horizon-
tally like regular fish. the seahorse propels itself by using its dorsal fin. 

H. spinosissimus, spiny, Bohol H. comes, spiny tigertail, Gato Island

H. kuda, smooth, Anilao, Secret BayH. kelloggi, smooth, Negros Oriental (P. Poppe)

H. denise, pygmy, Tubbataha Reef, PalawanH. bargibanti, pygmy, Malapascua, Cebu
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H. barbouri, spiny pygmy, Negros                       H. histrix, spiny, Romblon
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the pectoral fins, located on either side of its head, are used for maneu-
vering and steering. the top speed of a seahorse is .5 mph (2,640 ft/
hour). the slowest-moving seahorse, H. zosterae (dwarf seahorse), 
found in the bahamas, has a top speed of.0009 mph (5 ft/hour).

food. the seahorse relies on stealth to feed on copepods and 
amphipods, which are small crustaceans, mysid shrimp, invertebrates, 
and fish fry. the seahorse uses “pivot feeding” to catch the prey, which 
works by rotating its snout at high speed to suck them in. with excel-
lent camouflage, the seahorse ambushes prey that floats within 
striking distance. while feeding, it produces a distinctive click each 
time food is ingested. the same clicks are heard in social interactions.

courtship and reproduction. before 
breeding, seahorses court for days. 
they grip a strand of seagrass with their 
tail, and spin like a carousel. later, the 
male pumps water through the egg 
pouch on his trunk, which expands and 
opens to display its emptiness. when 
the female’s eggs reach maturity, she 
and her mate gracefully spiral above 
the seagrass. the female swims away 
and returns the next morning to insert 
her ovipositor into the male’s pouch 
and deposits up to 1,500 eggs to be 
fertilized by his sperm. the male will 
carry the pups for up to 45 days until they are fully developed. once the 
pups are released from the pouch, the male parent’s role is completed but 
the couple’s relationship is monogamous for life until a partner dies.

threats. the seahorses are “threatened by massive lantern fishing,” Angie 
Nellas of project seahorse foundation (psf) said. According to Marine 
conservation philippines (Mcp), the real threat is the destruction of 
habitats caused by increased population growth, and the increasing 
demand for utilization of coastal resources. coral reefs and seagrass beds 
are deteriorating, reducing viable habitats for the seahorse. the study 
"tracking the international trade of seahorses" (evanson, et al 2011), 
finds that seahorses are heavily traded for traditional chinese medicinal 
purposes, acquaria, and souvenirs. About 25% of the world’s seahorse 
trade -- dried or alive -- comes from the philippines.

classification. seven seahorse species in the philippines are listed 
as Vulnerable on the 2017 iucN red list of threatened species: H. 
barbouri, H. comes, H. histrix, H. kelloggi, H. kuda, H. spinosissimus, and H. 
trimaculatus. three other seahorse species are listed as Data Deficient, 
despite heavy exploitation: h. bargibanti, h. denise, and h. pontohi.

conservation. in support of conservation work by psf, Mcp and 
philippine marine parks, Bfar’s goal for implementing the amended 
fisheries code sec 102b for seahorses is by end-2018, with the aim 
to have legislation in place that should allow for the reopening of 
sustainable seahorse fisheries and trades.   

H. pontohi pygmy. Photo: Lenny Kim, Romblon
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